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L'utilisation des préamplificateurs analogiques de haute performance devient de plus de
plus incontournable avec l'évolution rapide de la microélectronique. Celle-ci est due au
fait que les préamplificateurs définissent ie niveau minimum de signal pouvant être traité.
Dans les applications à basse fréquence telles que les applications biomédicales, le
facteur limite est le bruit l/f et le décalage continue ou DC du circuit d'amplification. La
décroissance rapide de la taille minimale des transistors en technologie CMOS, impose
une contrainte additionnelle sévère à la conception des circuits analogiques de haute
performance.

L'objectif principal de ce mémoire est la conception en technologie CMOS d'un
préamplificateur possédant une bonne performance de bruit l/f avec un niveau faible de
la tension de décalage. Le circuit proposé est en mesure de fonctionner à basse
alimentation puisqu'elle est destinée aux applications biomédicales.

Une analyse de la source de bmit aux basses fréquences en technologie CMOS a été
effectuée. La technique de «CHopper Stabilisation (CHS) », qui est une méthode
fréquemment utilisée pour réâuire à la fois le bruit b basse fréquence ainsi que la tension
de décalage, a été étudiée tant au niveau théorique qu'au niveau implementation VLSI. Le
circuit de préamplification proposé fonctionne avec une alimentation de 1.8 V tout en
présentant une large bande dynamique (O a 1.8 V) et a été fabriqué dans un procédé

S..

Vlll

CMOS 0.35pn. Ii est composé d'un circuit d'appariement diiorloge, d'un filtre passe-bas
cantinu d'ordre 4 et d'un amplificateur d'instmentation. Le gain DC de Vampiification
est de 52 dB avec une bande passante de 4.5 kHz. Le bruit équivalent d'entrée est de
l'ordre de 45 nV /

G.Le circuit occupe une surface approximative 1150x450 pm2et

dissipe seulement 775 pW en simulation. Bien que le circuit a été originalement conçu

pour les applications biomédicales, sa versatilité fait qu'il peut être utilisé dans des
applications nécessitant la mesure de signaux basses tiéquences de tris faible amplitude.

ABSTRACT

Nowadays, 4 t h the ongoing development of micmelectronics, bigh performance analog
preamplifier plays a critical role in mixed-signal analogdigital interfaces. It oCtm limits
the minimum signal level that can be processed. For the low-fiequency applications, such

as implantable devices in biomedicine that require to monitor several neuromuscular
activities, the main factors that litnit the signal dynarnic range are the flicker noise and
the DC offset of the preamplifier. In addition, the ongoing duwnscaling of the CMOS

technology introduces more dificulty on designing high performance analog circuits.

The airn of this master thesis is to design a CMOS preamplifier without being Iimited by
its inherent flicker noise and DC offset, which allows handling smaller signals.
Furîhermore, apart fiorn Iow-noise and Iow-offset, the circuit should work under a lowvoltage supply since it is designed for an implantable stimulate application.

This thesis examines the noise sources and means to minimize theü impact in CMOS
techology used at low fkquency. An emphasis is placed on pmviding noise mUiUnizing
solutions. Chopper Stabilization technique (CHS) is used to reaiize low-noise and lowoffset.

This thesis deals b t h with theoretical analysis and circuit implementations. The

proposeci circuit works under low power supply (1.8V), and bas a wide common mode

input range (O-UV). It féatures a 51dB gain with a bandwidth of 4.5 KHz. The
equivalent input mise is about 45 IIV/&.

The pmpmed p~ampliGnincludes a

matching clock grnerator, a 4'

order cont0iuous t h e low-pas filter and an

instrumentation amplifier, and it bas been implemented in a 0 . 3 5 ~n-well CMOS
process with an active die a r a of 1150x450 pn2. The total data acquisition device
consumes only 775 pW in simulation. Although the analog fiont-end preamplifier was
originally designed for biomedical applications, it can be used for any low fiequency
application to monitor ultra ïow-amplitude signais.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pour les applications de mesure de signaux, le bruit intrinsèque du système limite souvent
la plage du signal d'entrée. ïi existe deux sortes de sources de bruit dans un circuit MOS.

1. Le bruit thermique
Le bruit thennique dans un transistor MOS résulte du mouvement aléatoire des
électrons. La densité du bruit peut être représentée par

N», = 4kT/gm,qui

est du bruit

blanc.

2. Lebruit l/f
Bien que l'origine de ce bruit est partiellement inconnue, il est possible de l'identifier
par sa densité spectrale qui est inversement proportionnelle à h fiéquence, comme le
montre l'équation.
Nttf(fl

K
=r;

où, 0.7 < y 4 . 3

Comme le bruit en I/f est plus éievé que le bruit thermique à basse fréquence, le bruit en

I/f est particulièrement important dans les circuits MOS. La figure 1 illustre la densité

a

spectrale de bruit iypique d'un transistor MOS en fonction de la fréquence. Le bruit

thermique et le bruit en l/f se croisent à la néquence fa, qui est appelée kéquence de coin
(corner fiequency).

Figure 1. Densité spectrale de bruit typique d'un transistor MOS

Plusieurs applications nécessitent le traitement des signaux à basse amplitude tels que les
dispositifs électroniques implantables dédiés a des applications biomédicales afin de
coordonner les nombreuses activités neuromusculaires [1][2][3].Parmi ces dispositifs, on

retrouve le contrôleur de la vessie, dédié a la mesure du volume urinaire et a l'évacuation
de I'unne par la stimulation électrique via des électrodes

[LI.

Le système implantable

correspondant se compose par conséquent de trois parties principales, tel que présenté
sur Ia figure 2: un processeur central (CP), un module de mesure du volume urinaire
« Volume Monitoring Device (VMD)» et un micro-stimulateur.

Le module VMD prélève le signal nerveux qui contient Pinformation sur le volume de la
vessie. Le schéma fonctionnel du VMD est illustré sur la figure 3. L'amplitude du signal
nerveux V,,est généralement très basse, de l'ordre 1 à 10 pV [2][3], et souvent
submergée par le bruit dans un amplificateur opérationnel conventionnel CMOS à deux

xiii
étages. Par conséquent, le signal doit être failement amplifié, tout d'abord par un
amplificateur à faible bruit &NA), afin de limiter le bmit l/f et d'augmenter le niveau du

signal au-dessus de celui du bruit de l'amplificateur d'instrumentation (AI). La sortie de
l'Ai est alors convertie en signal numérique et envoyée au bloc traitant le signal
numérique.

I

Extenial Controller&
Power supply
1,

I

" 1 Elccimmagnetic link

skin

\

Sphincter

Figure 2. Schéma bloc simplifié du system globale dédié à la régulation de la vessie.
VMD

ADC

DSP

Figure 3. Schéma bloc du module VMD

La source dominante de bruit dans les applications de systèmes électroniques
implantables est le bruit I/f de i'étage différentiel d'entrée. La technologie récente utilisé

pour les masque et l'emploi de longueurs de transistors réduites associée à la réduction
d'échelle tend généralement à augmenter le niveau du bruit lff [LI]-[14]. LR bruit peut
être réduit par un certain nombre de méthodes [4]-[IO]. La technique de «CHopper
Stabilisation (CHS) )) est une méthode Hquemment utilisée pour réduire à la fois le bruit
a basse fbréquence ainsi que la tension de décalage due au "mismatch".

II. CARACTERISTIQUESDE LA TECHMQUE

DE STABILISATION CHOPPER

Cette dernière méthode tire profit d'une technique de modulation qui n'augmente pas le
bruit a large bande ni le bruit blanc à bande de base. Ainsi le CHS est une méthode très
pertinente pour le traitement des signaux en temps réel, tel que la surveillance des
activités neuromusculaires dans les applications biomédicales.

Le principe de base du CHS est présenté à la figure 4. Le signal d'entrée Vh(t) est modulé
par un signal d'une onde carrée mi(t) à une fréquence f&,. Après cette modulation, le
spectre du signal d'entrée (V,) est transposé aux fréquences des harmoniques impaires
du signal m~(t).ii est alors amplifié par un amplificateur sélectif (SA) et démodulé par le
signal m~(t),et cela transpose de nouveau le signal mi(t) ii la bande initiale. Si le spectre
du signal d'entrée est limité à la moitié de la fiéquence de chopper, aucun chevauchement

de signal ne se produira.

)

vm+

h R p .

Fila

.
&V

v.

Figure 4. Principe de la technique CHS

Le bruit à basse fréquence ainsi que le décalage de tension de l'amplificateur (représentée
par V, et V, respectivement sur la figure 4) sont modulés une première fois par le
démodulateur et leurs spectres se retrouvent aux harmoniques impaires, laissant par le fait
même le bruit blanc dans la bande de base. Après démodulation (soit une deuxième
modulation), le signal est filtré passe-bas a la moitié de la tkéquence de chopper. Ainsi,

les signaux et le bruit à contenu tiéquentiel élevé seront éliminés.

Quelques études sur la technique CHS ont été publiés récemment [4][5][6][7]. La partie
critique du CHS est de concevoir un ampUcateur sélectif optimal, qui amplifie non
seulement le signal dans une bande de fcéquence, mais peut également réduire le décalage
résiduel (figure 5) pmvenaat de I'hortoge du modulateur d'entrée. Deux publications

[5][q ont démontré qu'un filtre passe-bande du deuxième ordre (BPF) sera un meilleur
compromis entre la réduction du décalage et la complexité du circuit. Dans [5], l'effet de

xvi

la modulation CHS sur le bruit de l'amplificateur a été illustré en détail, mais le circuit
utilisé était un filtre passe-bas de premier ordre au lieu d'un filtre passe-bande de second
ordre, tel qu'il a été utilisé dans la pratique, Dans [6][7], les auteurs ont compIété une
autre étude sur le taux de rejet en mode commun (CMRR)et le décalage dans les CHS.
Dans ce mémoire, plusieurs caractéristiquescomplémentaires et importantes du CHS sont
foumis, et Panalyse du rapport de signai sur bruit (SNR) avec CHS et sans CHS est

démontrée. Ceci afin de fournir un aperçu supplémentaire sur la réduction du bmit du
signal par le filtre passe-bande du deuxième ordre. Les résultats ont été vérifiés par un
modèle de comportement établi pour L'outil SIMULINK [28].

Le décalage résiduel
Le décalage en tension dans un amplificateur sélectif est quasi nul, car il a été décalé aux
harmoniques impaires de la fréquence fehop, puis filtré par le filtre passe bas (LPF). Mais
les niveaux crêtes des signaux résultants du modulateur d'entrée présentent un décalage

en tension résiduel après la seconde modulation, tel que présenté sur la figure 5. On
démontrera que ce décalage résiduel est proportionnel au carré du taux (la constante de
temps du niveau crête sur lagériode T du signal modulé), si un filtre passe-bande de
deuxième ordre est choisi comme amplificateur sélectif. La constante de temps t est égale
à RC, où R est la résistance de la source du signal d'entrée et C est Ia capacité parasite de

l'amplificateur.

Figure 5. Le décalage résiduel

Les bruit tbermique du CHS
Après que le bruit blanc soit passé par un filtre passe-bande de deuxième ordre, un bruit
résultant à bande étroite est obtenu. Ceci augmente le SNR (CHS sur bruit blanc) de

16/n2= 1.62 par rapport a un système sans CHS. Ce phénomène est dû au f i t que Ie
modulateur d'entrée présente un coefficient k = = à la première harmonique qui est
principalement la partie du signal restauré. Le signal augmenté améliore donc le SNR
d'un taux de.'k

III. IMPLEMENTATION DU CIRCUIT

1.Scbérna bloc du circuit
Le VMD sera implanté dans le corps humain, ainsi toutes les composantes analogiques
d'entrée incluant le générateur à horloge et le filtre passe bas devraient être entièrement
intégrée sur une seule puce. Le schéma bloc simplifié du système est donné à la figure 6.

1

Amplhteur CHS

I
I

OIcilllaur

1

I

Figure 6.Schéma bloc de l'amplificateur d'entrée analogique
Dans notre application, l'amplificateur sélectif est réalisé par deux étages, un
préamplificateur à large bande et faible bruit suivi d'un filtre passe-bande. Cette structure
présente deux avantages: d'abord, une large gamme d'entrée en mode commun peut être
réalisée en utilisant un OTA (Amplificateur Opérationnel à Transconductance) ayant une
topologie rail à rail au premier étage, sans pour autant affécter la linéarité du filtre g,-C
(combinaison de cellules de transconductances et de condensateurs). En second lieu, la
valeur de la transconductance d'entrée du BPF n'a pas besoin d'être très haute pour
réaliser un gain DC élevé, d'où la non nécessité de compenser le décalage provenant de la
paire d'entrée.

2. Le préamplificateurà faible bruit

Le préamplificateur est composé d'un OTA rail à rai1 suivi d'un étage à transimpédance.

Le gain DC de l'amplificateur est égal au rapport de Grnl/Gm2, où Gml et Gm2 sont les
valeurs des transconductances de POTA et de l'étage à transimpéâance respectivement.

La largeur de bande de l'amplincateur est choisie élevée afin d'éviter qu'un faible gain
ainsi qu'une distortion de la phase n'apparaisse dans le système. L'amplificateur rail à rail
(plage d'entrée de OV à VDD) à faile bruit est présenté à la figure 7. L'étage a
transimpédance proposé utilise un étage à ûansconductance linéaire avec une rétroaction
négative, tirant avantage de deux transistors en triode afin d'améliorer la linéarité.

Figure 7. Schéma de l'amplificateur rail a rail

3. Le filtre passebande et l'oscillateur

Le deuxième étage de l'amplificateur sélectif est constitué d'un filtre Gm-C de 2ième
ordre. La fiéquence f&,

et la fiQuence centrale sont doivent être égaler, et supérieures a

important dans cette application, ou l'horloge f&,, est générée sur la même puce. Le
schéma de l'oscillateur est présenté à la figure 9.

O
Vout

O
I

Figure 9. Schéma bloc de l'oscillateur

IV. SIMULATION ET RÉSULTATS EXP~RIMENTAUX

Le design proposé du CHS a été implémenté et fabriqué en technologie CMOSP35 de la
Société Canadienne en Microélectronique (SCM). Les résultats de mesure de
l'amplificateur d'entrée rail à rail sont montrés sur la figure 10 a). La variation du Gm est
inférieure à 5%, et les autres performances sont meilleurs que celle d'un OTA
conventionnel rail B rail. La réponse en ftéquence du préamplificateur à faible bruit est
présentée sur la figure 10 b). Son gain DC est de 26 dB et la fiéquence de coupure à -3dB
est environ 1.2 MHz, beaucoup plus grande que te Gh, (47 kHz dans notre cas). La figure
11 montre le spectre du filtre passe bande. Un zéro supplémentaire apparaît en basse

fréquence à cause de Pimpédance de sortie nnie de Pétage à transconductance. Le gain à
la fiéquence centrde est de 25 dB. Le gain de L'amplificateur sélectif incluant deux étages
est de 51 dB. L'ampiificateur d'insîrumentation (AI) a été également intégré dans cette

puce. La .structure de l'AI proposé par notre équipe PolySTIM a été illustrée dans [27j.

L'AI permet de réaliser un taux de rejet en mode commun ( C m )assez élevé sans
caiibration. Le bruit équivalent à l'entrée est de 45 nW&.

La puissance consornée en

simulation est de seulement 775 pW pour une alimentation de 3.3 V.

a)

b)

Figure 10, Résultats de mesure de l'amplificateur d'entrée mil à rail
a) Variation du Gain b) Réponse en fréquence

Figure II. Simulation du nitre passe bande

V. CONCLUSION

La technique de modulation 'CHOPPER' a été choisie pour réduire le bruit à basse
&équence ainsi que l'offset au niveau de i'arnpiificateur opérationnel CMOS. La basse
tension d'alimentation et la grande marge de tension en mode commun sont réalisées en
utilisant le préamplificateur rail à r d à faible bmit au niveau du premier étage. Le
système a été intégré dans la technologie CMOSP 0.35 p.Cet amplificateur a été
initialement conçu pour des applications biomédicales, toutefois il peut être employé pour
des applications a basses fréquences pour traite des signaux de basse amplitude.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

With the continuous growth of microeiectronic, the pervasiveness of digital circuits does
not make the analog part diminish. On the contrary, it becomes a key factor for the
increased pervasiveness of analog circuits in mixed signal chips. There are two main
reasons for this: the need to intefiace the digital signal processing @SP) part to the
anaiog world and the need for analog-enhanced digital performance.

Advances in MOS technology in the past decades ailow digital circuits to benetit more

h m the downscaling, however the new trends of the mixed-signal IC which include low
voltage, low power, low noise, high-fiequency operation and hi&-resolution make the
d o g IC designers job more difficult.

Sensors, detectors, and transducers are basic functions to the instrumentation and conûol
fields, which translate the characteristics of the physical world into electrical signals. In
recent years, new hi&-precision sensors and high-performance data acquisition systems
have been developed. However al1 sensors have an offset or limiting noise level, The

system designer must interface the sensor with electronic circuitry that contniutes a

minhum of additional noise.

To raise the signai to noise ratio (SNR), a high

performance analog hnt-end signal conditioning stage must be designed.

Nowadays, mare and more applications require an ultra low-amplitude signal

measurement system, such as the implantable devices in biomedical applications intended
to monitor several neurornuscular activities [1][2][3). Among these devices, the bladder
controller, dedicated to measure the volume of the urine and to stimulate via neural
pathways the detrusor and sphincter muscle when necessary, is an important
rehabilitation application 111. The implantable part of the comsponding system consists
of three main blocks as shown in figure 1.1: Central Processor (CP), Volume-Monitoring
Device O/MD) and stimulator.

I

Exiernal Coniroller&
Power Suppiy

I

Figure 1.1 Simplifieci block diagram of the global system dedicaied to bladder control

The VMD senses the nerve signal that contains information about volume of the bladder.
The block diagram of the VMD is illustrated in figure 1.2. Neme signal, of which the
amplitude is very low and generally ranged h m 1 to 10 pV [2][3], is submerged in the
noise of a conventional CMOS two stages topology ûpamp. Hence, the signal needs to be
first weakly arnplified by a Low Noise Amplier (LNA), to overcome the l l t noise, and
to rise this signal above the noise level of the instrumentation amplifier (a),
which
amplifies the signal with a programmable gain and rejects the cornmon mode signal. The
output of iA is then converted to digital signals and is sent to the Digital Signal
Processing (DSP)block. At this level, the usehl information is then exüacted and sent to
the CP block to analyze the data about the bladder volume, such as the filled volume

percentage and estimation of time needed to fully filling the bladder.

Figure 1.2 Block diagram of VMD

Al1 functions of the implantable system must be integrated in one chip. Although it
rnakes the analog part design more difficult, the single-chip solution offers several
advantages:
4

The size of the systern is reduced, which is a very important characteristic in
implantable system.

4

The speed of operation can be inmaseci. The analog and digital circuits do not have
to communicate via off-chip interconnects, which are plagued by parasitic
capacitances.

4

The power dissipation is decreased.

+

Other factors such as the design flexibility, the reliability and the system cost d l
benefit fiom system integration.

1.2 Researcb Goals

The primary aim of this master thesis is to design a low noise CMOS analog fiont-end
amplifier, to overcome the low fiequency noise and DC offset, when detecting signals on
penpheral nerves. Note that it does not reduce the inherent noise of the electrodes, but it
reduces the additional l/f noise created by the circuits. Due to the speciai environment
where the implantable system will be located, the analog fiont-end of the system, which
includes the low-noise preamplifier and the instrumentation amplifier, must be low noise
and have low DC offset. In addition, it must also meet the following charactenstics:
Low-supply voltage and low-power consumption, because the needed energy is
transmitted h m outside the body through the skin and should be rninirnized.
High Power Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR),since the variation of the power supply

caused by the bi-directional link must not a é c t the stimulation operatioas.
High Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) to overcome the relatively hi&
common mode input voltage.

+

FuUy integrated device in a low-die-area in order to reduce the physical dimensions
of the implant.

13 Thesis Organization
Following this chapter, chapter 2 provides an overview of the noise sources that exist in

MOS amplifiers. The noise reduction techniques that include autozero (AZ) and chopper
stabilization (CHS)methods will also be reviewed in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 focuses on presenting detailed characteristics and further analysis of the
chopper stabilization technique. First an analysis method by virtue of a behavioral model

in MATLABISIMiJLINK to simulate the chopper stabilization amplifier, will be
introduced. Then the signal transfer hction, signal to noise ratio (SNR),and nonideality effwts to the CHS will be further analyzed respectively and verified by the
behavioral model.

in Chapter 4, low voltage requirements of the system are first examined. Then some
elementary circuits which are compah%ie with low voltage opention are covered.
Chapter 5 illustrates detailed circuit implementation of the needed blocks of a CHS
ampüfier, which include a modulator (demodulator), a rail-to-rail low noise preamplifier,
a Tdorder bandpass filter and an oscillator.

The simulation and measurement results of an experimental prototype chip are the subject
of chapter 6. Sorne layout rules which are utilized to reduce mismatching are also
discussed. Conclusions h m this project and future work are presented in the last part of
this thesis.

CEAPTER 2
NOISE IN CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

2.1 Introduction

Noise in integrated circuits is one of the most critical factors that determine the
performance of integrated signal processing systems, such as ultra low-amplitude signal
monitor, detector readout systems, transducer, AM/FM radio receivers, etc. It represents
a lower limit of the electrical signal level that can be handled by an integrated circuit

without significant deterioration in signal quaiity.

As the noise performance of any integrated system is determined by the noise
characteristic of the integrated components, this chapter first presents a brief overview of
the noise sources that exist in MOSFET transistors. Then the impacts of CMOS
downscaling on system noise performance are discussed in the next section. The
Autozero (AZ) and Chopper Stabiüzation (CHS) circuit techniques that reduce the low
fiequency noise and DC offset wiU be illustrated in the third section. The main previous
works on two methods pubLished by Enz (1996) and Menolfi (1997) will be briefly
reviewed. The last section completes the fiterahire ceview on the low noise amplifier
design.

2.2 Noise sources in MOSFET transistors

Two important noise sources c m be disthguished in a MOSFET transistor: the thermal
noise associated with the conducting resistive channel and the flicker noise or so called

l/f noise. Other noise sources also exist in MOS transistors, such as the noise associated
with the resistive poly-gate and the noise due to the distriiuted substrate resistance
[34][43]. However for low fiequency applications, it is sufficient to calculate and analqze

the noise performance of circuits by considering only the thermal noise and the flicker
noise. Thus the two noise mechanisms will be discussed in the following.

2.2.1 Channel Thermal Noise Mechanism

When a MOS transistor is in the "on" state, the current flowing between its drain and
source is based on the existence of an inverse resistive channel between them. The
inverse resistive channel is fomed by the minority carriers of substrate under an
appropriate gate control voltage. in analogy to a resistance, the random motion of the fiee
carriers in the channel generates thermal noise at the device terminais. In the extreme
case where there is no voltage potentiai difference between the drain and the source (Vds
= OV), the inversed channel can be treated as a homogeneous resistance. According to the

Nyquist theorem, the short circuit t h m a i noise curent spectral density id is then given

by 1341
i: = 4kTgo

(2.1)

where k is the Boltzman constant, T represents the absolute temperature and go denotes
the channel conductance at zero drain-source voltage.

However, for andog applications, MOS transistors mostly operate in the saturation
region, in which the channel can't be considered as a homogeneous resistance. In this
case, the short-circuit drain current noise must be calculated by dividing the channe1 into
a large number of maIl sections Ax, as shown in figure 2.1. For each section Ax, the
output current noise which stem h m the noise electromotive force genented in the
section Ax, cm be calculated separately, and finally be integrated along the whole
channel to obtain the total drain current noise.
G

vgs

Vds

PD

\ Depletion
-L B
Figure 2.1 Cross section of NMOS transistor
The transistor drain cuirent noise spectral density is derived by

where W and L are the channel width and length respectively, p is the effective channel
mobility, IDs is the drain-source current, Q,(x) represents the inversion channel charge
per unit area and g,,,is the transconductance of the MOSFET. Equation (2.2) predicts well
the channel thermal noise behavior of MOSFET with negligiile substrate effect.

2.2.2 Flicker (110 Noise in MOS Transistors

The l/f noise phenornenon bas been observed in alrnost al1 kinds of devices, fiom
homogeneous metal films and different kinds of cesistors to semiconductor devices and
even chemical concentration cells. Among al1 active integrated devices, MOS transistor
shows the highest l/f noise due tu its surface conduction mechanism. in spite of more
than 30 years of research, the mechanisms involved in the llf noise of MOSFET

transistor are not yet fully understood. Two main llf noise theoretical models exist: the
carrier density or number fluctuation model (An model) and the mobility fluctuation
model (Ap model).

2.2.2.1 Number Fluctuation Modef (hmodel)

In this model, the llf noise is believed to be caused by the random trapping and
detrapping of the mobile carriers in the traps located at the Si-Si& interface and within
the gate oxida Each trapping and deûapping event results in a Random Telegraph Sigoal

(RTS) corresponding to a Lorenkh

spectrum or genmtion-recombination spectm.

The superposition of a large number of such Lorentzians with a proper tirne constant

disûi'bution results in the l/f noise spectnim. The geaaal expression for the spectm of
the drain llf current noise can be wtitten by

where N,is the trap density, a(=lo8 cm*')
is the McWhorter tunnelhg constant, n , i~s the

surface carrier concentration value ai source side. in the saturation region where
Y , > Y,, ,equation (2.3) is reduced to

The trmsconductanceof a MOS transistor in saturation is given by

Combining (2.4) and (2.5), the equivalent input Ufnoise c m be easily calculated as

where K/ = K d 2 ~ Note
.
that accordhg to equation (2.6) the flicker noise is only

determineci by the

cbannel area size and is independent of the DC bias

condition. The expression (2.6) is widely used in l/f noise analysk and in CMOS
amplifierdesign.

2.2.2.2 MobiliQ Fluctuation Mode1 (4
moder)

In the mobility fluctuation model, the I/f noise is assumed to be attriiuted to the
fluctuation in mobility of free carriers when they colfide with the crystal lattices. This
mode1 is described by the Hooge empirical equation [44]

where ai is so called Hooge I/f noise parameter, N is the total number of the fiee carriers
in the device and I is the short circuit current through the device. Integrating over the
whole channel the total l/fnoise power spectnuri at saturation is obtained as [34]

Combining the equation (2.5) and (2.8), the equivalent input I/fnoise voltage spectrurn
density is then

According to equation (2.9), the input referred I/f noise voltage is directly proportional to
the effective gate voltage VGS-VT,d e r than being independent of it as in the An model.

In this case, noise analysis and simulation is rnuch more cornplex. Although the l/f noise
of the CMOSP35 technology used to implement the system is dependent on the DC bias
condition, we will ignore this dependence to simptifi the noise analysis.

2.2.3 Impact of scaüng

The tendency to downscale the average feature size in today's CMOS, which is the
leading edge technology world-wide, brings up continuuus changes in the device
processing and architecture. As the minimal device Iength is reduced by a factor K, in
order to obtain a rasonabte threshold voltage and io minimize short channel effects, one
should modi@ the gaie dielectric thickness and substrate doping density accordingly.

This requires major technologicd changes, the development of new processing steps and
the use of new Iithographical techniques and equipment. As l/f noise is strongiy
techology sensitive, the introduction of advanced processing steps may lead to
observations which in many cases cm hardly be predicted andhr madeled by the existing
theories. But, it has been demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally, that
scaling a technology by a factor K (>1) increases the average noise level accotdingly
[11][12]. In addition, it has been observed that the noise dispersion (the smple-to-sample

and wafer-to-wder variation) increases signi ficantly with scaling.

23 Low noise techniques
For implantable electronic system applications, the dominant noise source is oAen the l/f
noise component of the diffêrmtial input stage. This component is directly proportional
to the d a c e state density (4in equation 23) in the channel and inversety proportional

to the gate m a [IO]. The l/f noise can be reduced by a number of different methods.

+

One approach is to simply make use of large input device geometries to reduce the l/f
noise associatecl with these devices. This approach has been widely used in the past,
and works particuliuly well in process technologies that have a low level of surface
states at the outset. For processes tbat have high surface state densities, however, this
approach cm give uneconomicalIy large input transistor geometries for applications
requiring extremely high dynamic range.

+

The second approach is to use buried channel devices so as to rernove the channel
fiom the influence of surface states. This approach requires process steps which are
not usually included in standard LSI: technologies used to manufacture the needed
circuits in high volume.

+

The third approach is to make the input transistors be operated in the lateral bipolar
mode that is compatible with CMOS process. The llf noise is strongly reduced
because the minority carrier flow is pushed away fiom the oxide-silicon interface. But
it is not well suited for high impedance requirements due to the bipolar transistor base

current.

a The fourth approach is to use some special circuit techniques to reduce the l/f noise
and the offset, Popular approaches include the auto-zero technique (AZ) and the
chopper stabilization techaique (CHS).The latter is the main subject of this thesis.

The next section will review same details about the two circuit techniques, Autozero
(AZ) tecûnique and Chopper Sbbilization (CHS) technique, to reduce the l/f noise and

DC offset. Readers are referred to [4][5][q[7] for a more comprehensive and in-depth
review of the underlying concepts and reIated issues.

23.1 Autozero technique

2.3.1.1 Basicprinciple

The basic principle of the auto-zero technique is presented in figure 2.2. in the smpling
phase #, as illustrated in figure 2.3, the output in accordance with the noise Y,,and the
offset voltage Y, are sampled and stored. During this phase, the amplifier is discomected
from the signal path and its inputs are short-connected and set to an appropriate commonmode voltage. The sarnpled noise and offset value are stored by means of an analog or a
digital mcthod. Then, in the amplification phase

h, the input tenninals of the amplifier

are connected back to the signal source for amplification.

Figure 2.2 Basic principle of AZ technique

Figure 2.3 Autozero sarnple clocks

If the amplifier is used under the s m e conditions as during sampling, the instantaneous
noise and DC offset can be compensated by the stored value in the sampling phase. Thus,
ideally, the amplifier is fiee h m offset. However, unlike the offset voltage, which can be
considered as a constant, the amplifier's noise, and particularly its wide-band thermal
noise component is time-varying and random. The eficiency of the AZ process for the
low-frequency noise reduction strongiy depends on the correlation between the noise
sample and the instantaneous noise value h m which this sample is subüacted.

2.3.1.2 Tire efled of AZon the noise

Suppose the analog switch in sample-and-hold circuit is ideal (To=O), the sample-and-

hold (Smprocess can be expressed as

where y(t) and x(t) denote the output and input signals which correspond to Y,, and Vh in

figure 2.2 respectively, x(nTJ denotes the signal value ideaiiy sampled at the time nT,,

h(t) represents the hold signal which is a rectangularpulse of unit amplitude and duration

As the instantaneous sampled signal x,(t) can be wrilten as

According to (2.10) and (2.12), it can be denved that y,(t) is the convolution of x,(t) with
the hold signal pulse hft), that is

Figure 2.4 a) Hold phase signal and b) its spectnrm

in the fiequency domain, by using Fourier trausform, we obtain

The signal h(t) and its spectrum are shown in figure 2.4. Note that the sampling-and-hold
pmess is equivalent to passing an ideal sampled signal through a filter having the
fiequency response G(w) = H(w).

Figure 2.5 Spectnun cepresentation of AZ

Thus the spectmm of the output noise with the autozero process can be expressed as:

Figure 2.5 illustrates a graphical intetpretation of equation (2.16), with the assurnecl X(@.
It illustrates that the auto-zero technique effectively imposes a hi&-pass filters on the
noise. For DC or very low-6equency noise, this results in an effective cancellation.

However, for the wide-band thermal noise, which has a spectrum wider than Nyquist
fiequency, the output noise s p e c t m foldover (aliasing) is inevitable. This can be
understood clcarly if we assume that the amplifier's wide-band noise is an ideally lowpass filtercd white noise having bandwidth equal to FR.The ciliasing effect introduced by
the sampling process in this case is illustrated in figure 2.6, which assumes that FBT~=2.
The original noise power spectrum is shifted by multiplying n of the sampling frequency
and summed, resulting in a white noise of Power Spectnim Density (PSD)value
approximately equat to NxSo, where N is the integer closest to the undersamplmg factor
defined by 2FBT,.Thus the output thermal noise PSD will be increased to [SI
Swliite(

-

f ) = (2 FBTI 1)So sin c2(@,)

(2.17)

if the undenam pling factor 2FeTs is much larger than unity, the autozeroed white noise is

thus dorninated by the aliased broadband noise cornponent.

Figure 2.6 increased white noise by aliasing
A similar analysis can be carried out for the l/f noise, dthough l/f noise has a narrow

bandwidtb, it stili has a foldover component due to the aliasing of dl the tails of the l/f

noise. It had been demonstrated that the aliasing increases log-arithmetically tof,T, (51,
rather than increasing proportionally as the white noise, thus the effect of aliasing on the

I/f noise is nut as dramatic as that observed on the bmadband white noise.

In conclusion, the auto-zero technique can effectivety reduce the DC offset and low
fiequency noise, but at the cost of an increased white noise foldover component as well

as llf noise.

2.3.2 Cbopper Stabilization technique
An alternate approach to l/f noise reduction is the CHopper Stabilization technique
(CHS). This technique has been used for more than fi@ years when the best DC

performance was required. It was first used with vacuum tubes and mechanical relay
choppers [IO]. Recently, CHS has been used to reduce the low frequency noise and DC
offset in CMOS technology.

2.3.2.1 Basic principie

The basic prhciple of CHS is reviewed in figure 2.7

, LowPur
Film

Vin

Vour,V~

va+ v.

Figure 2.7 Principle of operation of the chopper stabilization technique

The input signal Yf,/t) is modulated by a square-wave signal ml@ with fiequency&.
M e r this modulation, the signal s p e c b is traasposed to the odd harmonic frequencies
of the signal m&). It is then amplified by a selective amplifier (SA) and demodulated by
signal

mr(t)

back to the original band. Suppose that the input signal has a spectnirn

limited to half the chopper fiequency, t h no signal aliasing occurs.

Modulating Signal m(t) is a square wave fiuiction which is shown in figure 2.8, Its
Fourier series and fiequency spectnmi are given in equations (2.18).

Figure 2.8 Modulation signal and its spectrum
Note that the low fkquency noise and o k t of the amplifier(represented by V,,and V
,
respectively in figure2.7) are only moduiated once by the demodulator and translated to

the odd harmonies, leawig essentially white noise in the baseband. M e r demodulation,
the signal is filtered at haIf the chopper fhquency by a low pass filter, thus highfiequency components, which also include the l/f noise and offset of the amplifier, will
then be removed.

2.3.2.2 The effect of CHS on the amplifier noise
From the description of the CHS principle of operation, we know that the llf noise and

DC offset will be reduced. However, the effect on thermal noise needs to be fürther

discussed.

Figure 2.9 Noise modulation

The noise path is extracted fiom figure 2.7 as show in figure 2.9, where x(t) represents
the amplifier noise and DC offset, y(r) denotes its output. Enz presented in [4][5]: the

power spectrum density (PSD) of the output white noise was

where So represents the input thermal noise. The PSD is plotted in figure 2.10 against the
white-noise bandwidth normalized to the chopper fkquency. It shows that the choppermodulated white noise power is always smaiier than the power of the original white

noise. This implies that the CHS technique not only duces the l/f noise but also
demases the output thermal noise Ievel.

Figure 2.10 Chopper modulated white noise versus bandwidth
And according to [4][5]. the PSD of the output l/f noise
S,,,(f) s O.852SSOf,T

where fk represents the chopper frequency.

2.3.2.3 Residual Oflet
The inherent DC offset În îhe selective amplifier is completely removed, since it has been

shift to the odd barmonics of the chopper frequency, and filtered by the low pass filter

(LPF). In MOS circuits, the modulators are composed of four switches. It is inevitable
that the charge injection througl? these switches, especially in the input modulator, will

introduce a residual offset to tbe c h o p p amplifier. This charge injection and parasitic
coupling cause spikes appearing at the input of the amplifier. Each t h e a MOS switch

turns off, a certain amount of charge AQ flows into parasitic capacitors C, and causes a

"spike" with peak voltage Vhj = AQ/C as presented in figure 2.1 1. The t h e constant s of
the spikes has a value RC, where R represents the resistance of the input signal source.

This "spike"signal has a period of T (l/fchop).Since the demodulation signal is aiso

periodic with period T, a substantial part of this spike energy will be translated back to

DC which m l t in a residual offsets, If care is taken to lirnit the time constant .r of those
spikes to a value much smalltx than T/2,most of the spike energy will remain on
fiequencies higher than the chopper frequency, as show in figure 2.1 I (c).

+

1

Vin

Vout

(a) Modulator

(b) Modulate spikes

(c) Spectrum of spikes and signals

Figure 2.1 1Residual offset
The spectrum of the spike's signal is represented by impulses at tbe odd harmonies of the

chopper Erequency with an equivalent bandwîdth proportional to I/tand much Iarger than

&,,. Meanwhile,

figure 2.11 shows the spectrum of a modulated signal. Since the

spectral envelope of the signal is inversely proportional to the fiequency, the output
signal afler amplification and demodulation can be essentially reconstituteâ by its
thdamental harmonie. This poses a problem of choosing an amplifier bandwidth in order
to be capable of restoring the moctulated signal while rejecting most of the spike's
spectral components.

The spikes can be represented by the Fourier series [6]
',pi*c

(t) =

4r
c" -%

1

cos(not - arctan(n wr))

n = i T

dd

Arnplified by the selective amplifier (SA), the spikes become
x, (t) =

"

45
An .-Cn,

dd
n-1

where A, and

T

1

cos(nws - arctan(nwr) + qk)
Js

represent the amplitude and phase response of the SA at the fiequency

na, respectively. Thus afler demodulating, the residual offset can be written as:

V, = 3 4 r , (r) - m(t ))

where 3p represents an ideal low p a s filter fiinction having a cutoff fiequency of one
half of the modulation signal kquency fd. It illustrates that the effectiveness of the
offset reduction depends on the traasfkr hction of the selective amplifier.

It has been demonsûated that the 2ndorder bandpass filter (BPF) is the best choice
between offset reduction and complexity of the circuit [5][6]. Equation (2.24) presents
the optimized residual offset of the CHS, which illustrates that in this case the residual
offset is proportional to the square of the ratio between spike time constant s and
modulating signal petiod T.

2.3.2.4 Cornparison with AZ

Unlike the AZ process, the CHS approach does not use sampling techniques, but it is
based on a modulation method. It does not alias the wideband noise, thus does not
increase the baseband white noise. In addition, the amplifier is always connected with
signal in CHS unlike in the autozero technique where during one of the phase the
amplifier is disconnected. Furthemore, the AZ technique also suffers the charge

injection, which result from the non-ideal MOS switches. Therefore the CHS is more
effective for continuous time signal processing, such as monitoring the neuromuscular
activities in the biomedical application. In this project we will take advantage of the
chopper stabilization technique to reduce the I/f noise and DC offset.

2.4 Low noise circuits within recent literatures

So far, a few papas have discussed the low noise circuit techniques. Timothy et al. [29]
presented a compact low noise operational amplifier in 1.2 um digital CMOS technology,

which used the laterai PNP transistors as the input stage to reduce the I/f noise. Due to
the inherent low Ilf noise attriiute of the bipolar transistor, the circuit f e a m s a input

refmd noise of 23.8 nW&

at 1 Hz, with a closed loop gain 20.8 dB, a minimum

PSRR of 68 dB and a CMRR of 100 dB. It worked under a G.5 V supply. The chip area
of the fabricated amplifier is 0.21 1 mm2 only. However, the bipolar input stage of the
amplifier makes it only suitable for applications that cm tolerate its low input impedance,
not applications like urine monitor system, where the source impedance is about 10k R
[il.

Wong et al. introduced a switched differential Op-amp with low offset and reduced l/f
noise [lO]. The authors proposed a dynamic technique for implementing fully differential
op-amps @OA) by time-sharing conventional single-output op-amps (SOA), which took
advantages of the auto-zero technique to reduce the input DC offset and l/f noise. The
authors analyzed the reduction of offset and llf noise produced by the technique,
unfortunately they did not mention its impact on the input thermal noise. The circuit was
implemented using a 5-um polysilicon-gate CMOS process. The Opamp redized 52 dB
gain with input noise density of 200 n ~ / & at lk Hz. The offset was reduced to 0.4
mV. It worked under a S V power supply.

Enz discussed chopper stabilization to reduce the DC offset and llf noise of conventional
monolithic CMOS opamp [4][5][29]. The author provided a detailed mathematical
analysis of the effect on Opamp thermal noise, llf noise and the residual offset

introduced by a non-ideal modulator. The author aiso compared the CHS technique with
the auto-zero technique. He demonstrated that CHS is more adaptable in continuous t h e
signal applications than 0 t h kaown techniques. Furthemore, the authors pointed out
that the critical part of CHS amplifier design is to use an optimized selective amplifier to
reduce the residual offset. The selective amplifier presented in [5] made use of a 2nd
order continuous time gm-C BP filter only. It realized a 56 dB DC gain, however an
offset compensation circuit was necessarily associated with the high gm value of the
input transconductor. Its equivaieot input-refèned noise was 4 7 n ~ l Gunder a 5V
supply voltage.

Menolfi et ai. presented m e r insight on the chopper stabilization technique to reduce
the offset and the flicker noise [6][7]. The authors analyzed the residual offset in the time
domain, and illustrated that a band-pas filter provides the best choice between the
residual offset reduction and the circuit complication. The authors also suggested that the
cornmon mode rejection ratio can be improved by CHS. Moreover, a low noise amplifier
based on the CHS technique bas been implemented and used successfully in a
thennoelecûic infiareci detectors. Two stages [6] and three stages [7] amplifiers were

used as the selective ampLiner respectively which allow to easily realize a hi& gain. The
equivalent input-referred noise in the case of two stage amplifier was 15 ~ V I
[6].
G

The supply voltage was SV and the power consumption was 3 rnW.

Table 2-1 depicts a summary of those techniques and th& respective performance.
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Table 2.1 Main charact&tics of reported low-noise preampl iers

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the important concepts in the design of CMOS low noise
circuits. First two dominant noise sources in MOSFET transistors were introduced. And
the effect of downscaling of the CMOS technoIogy on the system noise was presented.
This was followed by a discussion on the two circuit low noise techniques. Based on the

cornparison of two techniques, The CHS technique will be used in this project to reduce

the low bquency noise and DC offset.

CXMTER 3
CEOPPER STABiLIZATlON TECHNIQUE

3.1 Introduction

The basic principle of Chopper stabilization technique has been inîroduced in the last

cbapter and main previous CHS analysis works have been reviewed. It has also been

illustrateci that one of the critical parts of CHS is to design an optimized selective
amplifier, which not only amplifies the signal to a high level, but also can reduce the

residual offset that stems from the charge injections of the input modulator.

Enz and Menolfi both have demonstrated that making use of a 2M' order bandpas filter

(BPF) as

the SA is the best compromise between offset reduction

and complexity of

circuit. However their analyses and conclusions o f the effect o f CHS on amplifier noise
(equations (2.19) and (2.20)) were b

d on andyzing a ln order low-pass filter h m the

viewpoint of simplicity, rather than a 2ndorder BPF used in practice. Thus in this chapter,
deiailed discussions of the CHS aaipliner with a 2* order BPF and illusiration of its two
supplementary characteristics of CHS will be given. The next section will first introduce

a CHS behavior model that is built under S l M W N K toolbox iu MatIab. The proposeci
model cm be useâ to simulate the practical behavior of chopper stabilization technique in

a view of theory and mathematical consideration, so that we can use it to veriQ our
analyses and conclusions later.

3.2 A CHS Bebavfor Model in MATLAB/SIMZTLINK

With the rapid evolution of the design technology, time-to-market is one of the crucial
factors in the ultimate success of a component. Designers have, therefore, increasingly
adhered to design methodologies and strategies that are more arnenable to design
automation and flexible analysis. Chopper stabilization technique has been known for a
long time to realize high-precision DC gains with AC-coupled amplifiers and reduce the
low fiequency noise. However, its relatively complicated mathematical model which
refers to twice Gequency transfonns and once non-ideal filter, makes that designing and
optimizing the CHS circuit be a bewildering and tedious work. Moreover, the random
attribute of the noise and other practical non-ideaiities in circuit implementation, further
contribute to the complexity and difficulty of CHS analysis. These problems will be
identified by the CHS behavior model built with MATLAB/SIMLTLINK.

3.2.1 Model Description

SIMULINK is a software package for modeling, simulating and analyzing dynamical
systems. It supports linear and nonlinear systems modeled in continuous the, sampled
time or a hybrid of the two. Figure 3.1 depicts the proposed CHS behavior model.

Input Signal
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Flicker noue
Simulitor

.

Sp*=
>

Noise

Charge injection
Simulitor

Thermal noue
Simulaior

sianrl out

In noue out

thaimal noise out

rendual o(ket
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Figure 3.1 A CHS model in SMULJNK

The model includes several sub-mduIes, which take advimtages of simplified
mathematical model to approximate their real-world fumions. Therefore, it cm be used
to analyzc and optimize our circuit design. The model consists of the following parts.

3.2.1.1 Modulator

The mathematical fimction of an ideal modulator is given by
~ ( t=)x(t)m(t)

(34

The equation cm be realized by a switch controlled by a square wave block in

SIMULINK as shown in figure 3.2. And the moduiate fiequency is able to be tuned by
changing frequency of the square wave block.

drin

Figure 3.2 Modulator sub-system

3.2.1.2 Selective Amplifier

In practice, the operational amplifier has a very complex model. It is confined by its DC
gain, bandwidtli, slew rate, settling tirne etc. As the CHS amplifier is used in ultra lowamplitude application, some large signal model specifications such as slew rate and
settling time can be neglected. An ideal transfer function model is enough to mimic an
amplifier here. We make use of a 2" order bandpass filter transfer function as s h o w in

figure 3.3. Its DC gain, quality factor Q and center fiequency c m be specified according

to our requirements. For example in the figure 3.3, they are set as 1, 10 and 50k

Figure 3.3 Selective Amplifier model

3.2. I.3 Demodulator & tPfilrer
The demodulator module is esseniially similar to the modulator module when a

BPF

is chosen as the selective amplifier. The output LP filter is used to remove the high

harmonies and the shifted flicker noise. Its cutoff fiequency is specified at half of the
modulating fiequency. For more precision output, a 4th order butterworth LP filter is
used.

3.2.1.4 Nuise & Oflset Simulafur

Although there are noise models of MOS transistor in the circuit simulators, such as
HSPICE and SPECTRE, they can only be used to predict the noise power spectrum
density (PSD)value of practicat circuits. To observe the noise reduction by CHS,the best
way is to simulate it with transient analysis. However in HSPICE and SPECTRE, it is not
easy to mimic the input thermal noise and l/f noise. Fortunately, the dificulty can be
overcome easily in the proposed behaviorai model,

1) Thermal noise

As the emphases of noise analysis in the behavior model is to ver@ the noise reduction
effect by CHS. It is not necessary to approximate the real noise values in circuit.
Theoretically, continuous white noise has a correlation time of O, a flat Power Spectral
Density (PSD), and a covariance of infinity The proposed thermal noise generator
module is shown in figure 3.4-a. The band-Iimited white noise block generates a random
sequence with a correlation t h e much smallw than the shortest time constant of the

system [28]. The gain block is used to adjust the level of the noise floor in the same order
of the input signal. Figure 3.4-b presents the generated thermal noise.
thermal noise

Ban&Umitrd
White Noise

dain

u
white noise

b)
Figure 3.4 a) Thermal noise module and b) generated thermal noise

2) Flicker noise
As the integrator has a sirnilar fiequency characteristic with the spectrum of I/f noise, we
cm use an integrated white noise to simulate the flicker (I/f)

noise. The mode1 is shown

in figure 3.5-a. Again the gain block is used to lirnit its amplitude. As we know, the noise
corner fiequency of a CMOS circuit is the frequency when PSD of l/f noise equals to the

PSD of ihermal noise. Thus in this model, it wiU be possiile to set the corner fiequency
by adjusting the gain block in I/f noise and thermal noise modules. The generated flicker

noise is shown in figure 3.5-b. The spectrums of white noise and flicker noise are
depicted in figwe 3.6.In this case, the corner fiequency is close to 3 KHz.

f i offo*

O

b)
Figure 3.5 a) Input noise module and b) generated input Ilf noise

Figure 3.6 Spectrums of l/f noise and white noise

3) Charge injection

The charge injection of CMOS switches in the modulator generates the spikes wùich lead
to a residual offset in output. To evaluate the CHS performance, it is indispensable to
simulate the charge injection phenornena in the proposed behavioral model. Figure 3.74
presents the charge injection simulator module achieved by a derivative btock. Here, the
signal generator outputs a series of pulse signal. Mer passing through the derivative
block, a spike series having the same fiequency with the pulse signal is genmted as
shown in figure 3.7-b. The zero-order block is used to specifL the t h e constant of
charghg.

Ilrdlnt D

"IO

.l

b)
Figure 3 -7 (a) Charge injection simuiator (b) modulator spikes

3.2.1.5 Noise Power Calculatw

In order to evaluate the noise performance of CHS, the simulated noise output need to be
fivther processed to caicuIate its power. The average noise power can be found by
evaluating the integral

The equation is realized by the noise power caiculator module, as shown in figure 3.8,
where u(1) represents input variable of the function.

Figure 3.8 Noise power cdculator module

3.2.2 Non-idealities Consideration

One impressive feature of the behavioral model is that it cm conveniently simulate the
effects of circuit non-idealities, such as tuning enor between the modulating clock
kequency

(Chop)

and the center kquency (fc) of SA, time delay of two modulatiag

signals, etc. These non-idealhies are represented by some parameters of module or the

customized transfer hnction. For example, to simulate the effect due to the time delay
between two modulating clocks, only a transport deIay block in the demodulator model
needs to be added. And the delay time can be set arbiîrarily.

3.2.3 A Simulation Example
The figure 3.9 shows an example simulation result of the proposed behavior rnodel.
Suppose the input is a sinusoicial signa1 with a kquency of lk Hz and an amplitude of 5
volt. The simdated thermai noise, input îücker noise and modulator spikes which were
presented early are added to the input signal. The output of the CHS,consists of both

signal and noise contributions. As we expected, the significant input noises didn't make

an impact on the output signal and the l/f noise bas been removed thoroughly. The t h e
delay rnainly cornes h m the output 4h order lowpass filter.

.3
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Figure 3.9 A simulation result of CHS model

Summarizing, the proposed model uses the blocks in SMJLDK and the custom Matlab
functions to simulate the behavior of CHS,Compiuing with the transistor level simulator,
it does not consider so many second or third order issues. It is used to obtain Uiformation
about the fist-order requirements and is very useful to anaiyze the ovedl performance
of a design. This method allows us to perforrn exhaustive behavioral simulations of the
chopper amplifier. And it will be used to analyze the practical CHS amplifier as shown in
the following section.

3 3 Supplemental analyses of CES
3.3.1 Characteristics of CHS
Although the extensive discussion on CHS basic operation has been presented in [5][6].
Two complementary charactenstics of CHS could be summarized as follows for a M e r
understanding of CHS.

+

Amplitude modulation (AM).

The modulated carrier can be represented by :

where the carrier amplitude An(t) is Iinearly related to the input signal x(t). And in this
2
case, since An(t) is proportional to the message signal x(t) and the proportionality is -,

nx

the moduIation is also narned double-sideband @SB) modulation. One important
property of the DSB modulation, is that for demodulation, the demodulator signal should

be in phase and fiequency synchronism with the incoming carrier [42].

+

Quasi Linear Tirneinvariable (LTI) system

The DSB modulation is a linear process because it satisfies the two conditions of linear
system: additivity and homogeneity. But due to the fact that the output y(t) also depends

on the carrier signal m(t) (3.4), it does uot satisfL the delay property of a time-invariable

system. Hence it is not a LTI system.

y(t

-to) = x(t -to)m(t -ta)

f x(t

-to)m(t) = X x ( t -to)]

However in the CHS amplifier, the input signal passes through two modulators and is
filtered by a low-pass filter. When the signai bandwidth is limited to the half of the
modulating signal (carrier ) fiequency, the output can be expressed as:

.

y ( t ) = 3dm(t)x(t)m(t) J = a x ( t )

(3.5)

where a is a coefficient constant in terms of frequency, which is independent of time.
Note that the output will not be related to the carrier signal m(t) any more. Hence, in a
1
2

limited bandwidth /;ig < -f mod, CHS behaves like a quasi LTI system. All the
approaches in LTI system cm be used to analyze the signal processing in CHS,but can
not be used to calculate noise performance.

33.2 Chopper amplifier witb the 2* order BPF

The chopper amplifier performance is dependent on the type of selective amplifier. in the
present application, a 2d orda bandpass filter is chosen as the SA, whose transfpr
fhction can be expressed as:

where A denotes the gain of filter, f, is the center fiequency of the bandpass filter, Q
represents the quality factor. In the foiiowing part, the chopper amplifier with the Pd
order BPF will be discussed in detaiis.

3.3.2.1 Transferf i n c î i i n in CHS

As CHS is a quasi LTI systm, its transfer h c t i o n exists in the limited bandwidth.
Figure 3.10 presents the signal path of CHS. The output signal spectmm is given by
Y(f)= C[X(f)*MU11.Glf)) * M m

where, T represents the period of the modulating signal, to denotes the time delay

between mi(t) and mz(t). Assume the two modulating signals rnl(t) and mz(t) are

synchronous,and the âequency is limited to one hall of the modulating frequency, then
the output signal spectrum can be rewrittm as:

c
Figure 3.10 Signal path in CHS

The CHS transfer function can be derivecl h m (3.8), and be rewritten using equation
(3.6)

2

=(-)'

xy.
+"

n,

nodd

1

nodd

A-Q

(fT-n)' -jZ2
l+jQ(jT - n ) -fcT

The numencal calculation result of the normalized H ( f ) magnitude is depicted in figure
3.11, where the center frequency of filter f, is tuned equal to the chopper frequency

(fCT=l). Note that the modulation and demodulation only introduce a coefficient to the

(-12C

n
output signal. The normnlized DC gain 2
n ,
n2 +Q2(n' -1)'

2

to 2 x (-)2

= 0.81. It implies that the overall gain of

is approximately equal

CHS will lost about 20% because

Ir

the selective amplifier rejected most part of harmonics. This is verified in the behavior

/.
mode1 simulation result as was s h o w in figure 3.9. The bandwidth of signal equals 2~ '
And the output signal power S, is given by

Figure 3.1 1 Transfer function of CHS

3.3.2.2 Moduiated Noises
For the reason that the noises in CHS are only rnodulated once as was shown in chapter 2,
the noise path is a t h e variable system, thus in strictly sense, the equation in LTI system

s,cn =I ~

c P nu n

(3.1 1)

can not be used to analyze the modulated noise system. Since it still satisfies the
conditions of linear system, we can analyze the themal noise and flicker noise
respectively and superimpose their effect later.

1. Thermal noise
As was shown in chapter 2, the mean square thermal noise density can be represented as

Nh = 4kTR. Mer îhe white noise is passed through the 2ndorder BPF (nmwband
Linear filter), a narrowband process is produced. The noise can be represented by the
expcession

n ~ ( t=) V[t) cos[mt +#(t)J

(3.12)

where V(t) and #r) are random processes which are calIed the envelope bction and
phase h t i o n respectively, and ocdenotes the center Eiequency of the BPF.

Equation (3.12) cm be rewritten as
ndt) = V(t)cos #(t)cos ad

- V(t)sin d(t) sin ~rkt= ne(t)COS af- ns(t)sin mf

w here

nc(t) = V(t)cos# ( t ) (quadrature component)
m(t) = V(t)sin#(t) (in-phase component)

Through the demodulator and low pass filter, the noise becomes

The output thennal noise power is given by [421

The thermal noise simulation result of CHS mode1 is depicted in figure 3.12. The ratio
between the input thermal noise and the output thermal noise (BPF)was about 2- as we
4

expected. And fiom equation (3.10) and (3.17) the output S N R is

It can be arranged as
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Figure 3.12 Thermal noise simulation
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Thus, the thermal noise SNR with CHS has been increased to -2- = 1.62 times compare
R

without CHS.It is not difficult to understand that: the moduiator block just flip and Bop
the thermal noise whose sign is a random positive or negative, thus there is no effect on
the overall PSD of the thermal noise. However for the signal, the input modulator
introduces a coefficient k=-

4
Ir

to the h t harmonic which composes the mainly part of the

restored signal, the increased signal impmves the SNR a ratio p. We notice îhat the
output thermal noise with LPF as the selective amplifier is a little bit highec than the

noise power with BPF, as shown in figure 3.12. It is because that the thermal noise
passing through the BPF bas beenfiltered in I o w a sideband &SB) more than in LPF.

2. Flicker noise

The origin and mechanism of flicker noise have been introduced in chapter 2, for
simplified analysis, its PSD cm be represented as

Without loss of generality, the parameter y cm be set as 1. The output I/f noise power
spectral density is derived by:

K

As the noise PSD of chopper Frequency N(/c),,{ =- = KT, we can rewrite (3.21) as

fi

It illustrates that the output flicker noise at baseband can be represented by the input

flicker noise at chopper hquency multiple a coefficient function Aga, wùich depends
on the fiequency and qudity factor of BPF. Figure 3.13-a shows the numerical

calculation result of the function AiTe). Note that the output flicker noise has the
maximum value at DC and inversely proportion with fiequency because of the shape of

51

the BPF transfer fiinction, its magnitude has been signiîjcantly reduced, around two times
W ) i l /

only-

The output signal to tlicker noise ratio (SNR) is given by

which is shown in figure 3.13-b. We know that the flicker noise has k e n significant
reduced, especially at low fiequency region.

(a) Flicker noise coefficient hinction A(f,Q)

(b) improved signal lo flicker noise ratio

Figure 3.13 Calcdation result of flicker noise reduction

3.3.2.3 Frequency Tuning Error
Among the above analysis, the center fiequency of BPF f, is assumed to be locked at the
choppa hquency Zbw (&T=l).However, in practice, it is unavoidable tbat thece is a
tuning m o r between f&,

and & This tuning error wiii afîèct the signai transfér hction,

as well as impact the residual offset. The CHS transfer function HV)versus tuning value
fCT (equation (3.9) ) is shown in figure 3.14, where the quality factor Q was set to 4.

Since there is a tuning error between fe and &hop, the peak value of the tramfer function
appears at the tuaiog difference fiequency Ife-f,h,l, not at the DC level as the tuned case.
And that the signal amplifiecl away BPF center fiequency fC will cause more distortion.

Figure 3.14 Transfer function variation due to the tuning error

In addition, the tuning error can result in more residual offset. The residual offset is
dominated by the first harmonic spike and it is alrnost quadrature with the modulate
signal in tuned case. The tuning error introduces an additional phase shift 8 to the rint

harmonic spike, The equation (2.23) can be rewritten as:

The introâuced phase shift 8 causes a signincant increase of the residual offset since the
first tenn is proportional to the

5
r a k than (5)'.Note that the negative phase shiR

T

T

may cause a negative DC offset. Figure 3.15 shows the simulateci residual offset resulting
fiom five different center fiequencies.
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From the above analysis, we can conclude that the l/f noise in CHS has been reduced
effectively as we expected and the thermal noise after passing through the CHS has also
been weakly reduced.
Trade-offs can be considered in the CHS amplifier design. From the view of noise
performance, it requires high modulating fkequency. But higher fiequencies introduce
more residual offset. Thus the best compromise is that choose the modulating frequency
around the noise corner frequency where thermal noise becomes the dominant noise.

in addition, the selection of quality factor Q of the BPF needs to be considered. In theory,
high quality factor reduces the residual offset. However, the hi& Q leads to large twiing
error in practice, thus result in a large residual offset. On the other hand, the bandwidth of

CHS is inversely proportional to Q.Therefore, in practice, a value of Q around 4 or 5 has
to be considered.

CaAPTER 4
LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION & ELEMF,NTARY CIRCUITS

In the previous chapters, the theory analyses and design considerations of chopper
stabilization amplifier (CHS)have been presented. This chapter addresses some issues of
practical implemeniation of this low-noise analog hnt-end preamplifier.

In the bIadder conüol system, the VMD (analog front-end) will be integrated with the
centrai processor (CP)on one chip. Like most mixed-mode VLSI systems, more than
80% of the circuitry in the electronic implant are digital circuits. The digital circuits can

benefit a lot by reducing supply voltage from viewpoint of the power consurnption.
Nowadays, h m the perspective of compatibility, it is a tendency to adopt the same low

level voltage as power supply of the analog part of the mixed signa1 system. However,
reducing the supply voltage results in a few significant impacts on the analog circuits
when their performance is required high. First, the dynamic range of signal is shrunk
directly with reducing of the power supply. Second, the drain-source voltage drop Vb,
and transistor effective voltage Va both have to be lowered in accordance with the

decreasing of the supply voltage, which resuIt Ui the output impedance and the gain
bandwidth are decreased. Third, to reduce the thermal noise of transistors, they need

cary a larger DC cwrent, which is limited by the low supply too. Thus, the tradesff
between low power-supply and the circuit performances should be considered carefully.

We will discuss the minimum voltage requirements of the system in the next section.

Then some elementary circuits that are used extensively in the system will be presented
in left parts.

4.2 Voltage requirements of analog circuits

For the analog amplification circuits that operate in class A mode, al1 the transistors
connected between VDD and VSS must be in "on" state to cany the quiescent current.
The gate-source voltage of each transistor requires larger than its threshold voltage in
order to ensure the transistor being active. Moreover, the transistors in analog circuitry
normally need to work in deep saturation region to realize amplification. These
requirements are reflected in (4.1) and (4.2).

V, =V, -V, 2 A V

(4.1)

V,

(4.2)

2 Vcfl+ A V

where ,
V

Vdp, Vth denotes gate-source, drain-source and threshold voltage of the

transistors respectively. Hem AV denotes a voltage safety margin to accommodate the
possible deviation corresponding to the variation of the process and environment
temperature.

Figure 4.1 1-V characteristicof MOSFET transistor
As illustrated in figure 4.1, the transistor that operates in region C can bear a variation on
both gate-source and drain-source voltages, thus ensure stable and robust operation of the
transistor. The value of AV depends on the CMOS technology and the supply voltage.
Corresponding with the 0 . 3 5 technology
~
which we used to implement this system, the
typical value of AV is 100 mV, thus 200 mV is the minimum of V*.

To maximize the signal processing range in the low voltage supply, it is imperative to
include a rail-to-rail input stage. Figure 4.2 illustrates voltage requirements of the design
of the input stage. The common-mode mput voltage range (CMR) of n-channel pairs is

restnctd as defined in equation (4.3)

,v

Z V .+y,, + V A

voo

vss

Figure 4.2 Cornmon mode range ofirl-pair, P-pair

Similarly, the CMR of pchannel pairs is restncted to the range as
'CWp

'

'DD

- ' g ~ p -'kp

(4.4)

To obtain a full mil-to-rail input range, we must combine both compiementary stages and
allow at least one of the stages to function. This requires
bw-,

(4.5)

2 va,,-,,

Substitute (4.3) and (4.4) ïnto (4.9, we obtain

v,, -v, r v,, +v,, +vm + v,

=2(v,+v,)

(4.6)

Formula (4.6) gives out the lowest limit to the supply voltage of the raiI-to-rail input
stages. The prototype chip of out systern will be fabricated with a 0.35pm CMOS

technology whose normal gate-source voltage c m be down to 700 mV. Thus the power
supply being specified in the system is

V,, = 2(V, + Y,) = S(0.7 + 0.2) =1.8V
Table 4.1 sumniarizes the specifications ofthe system design.

Table 4.1 Specifications of the system design.
Name

Power supply

1
t

Vaie

VDD = 1.8 V

I

General transistor length

Four times minimum length permitted by technology:

Vds

Double Vds-sat: 2 200mv

4.3 Basic circuits and functioas
4.3.1 Higb swing current source/sink

The current sowce/sink is a basic block in CMOS IC design and is used extensively in
analog integrrited circuit design. Ideally, the output impedance of a current sourcdsink
should be i f i t e and capable of generating or h w h g a constant current over a wide
range of voltage. Here, a kind of high swing current mirror is commonly used in the

design,

Figure 4.3 presents the PMOS and NMOS current mirrors respectively. Theu o p t i o n
mechanism can be reviewed by the NMOS current rnirror show in part c) of figure 4.3.
Suppose that al1 the transistors have good matching and equal W/L ratio, when they work
under a deep saturation region, their drain current is written as:

1
I

1

Ioui

b) current source

a) PMOS current mimr

I

il

IOU~

I
I
I

1
I

MN03

CN,

2;-

MN01

-

i

vss
c) NMOS current mirror

Vss
d) curent sink

Figure 4.3 High swing current m h r

where the effective gate-source voltage NK),
is deEined in equation 4.1. Note that the
drain-source current of the transistor mainly depends on its gate-source voltage (V,).

And the drain-source voltage Vdshas a second order effect with factor Â on the current.
According to (4.8) we know that as long as their gate-source voltage V, and drain source
voltage Vd,are equal, the two transistors MN01 and MN02 will carry exactly the qua1
cunent. The gate-to-source voltages of the two transistors have been forced qua1 by
connecting their gates together. Furthemore, their drain-to-source voltages are
approximately equal due to the appearance of transistors MN03 and MN04. Thus, the
current mimr has very hi& precision. Note that the gate of MNûl is connected with the
drain of MN03 rather than the drain of itself, the minimum dynamic voltage of the output
can be down to 2Vemrather than Vth+2Ven[35]. The output impedmce and the output
swing voltage the current mirror are surnmarized as:
Zour = g m 4

.ri+,sr**

V d - h = yCflJ + Vcfn-

(4-9)
(4.10)

The label BN, CN,CP, BP in figure 4.3 represent the bias voltages of the circuit. And ihe
labels will be used in al1 of the foiiowing chapters. They are generated by an on-chip b i s
circuit, which is described in the next section.

43.2 BIAS circuit design

As mentioned above, an on-chip bias circuit is needed to supply the biasing voltages to
all the blocks of the system, which Urlude a rail-to-rail amplifier, a 2* BP filter, an

oscillator and an instrumentation amplifier. Therefore, it is very important to make the

biasing circuit working stable. Figure 4.4 presents the biasing scheme of the protom

chip which eiis adapted h m [35],
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Startup Circuit

Figure 4.4 Schematic of biasing circuit
The main advantage of this biasing circuit is that it realizes a stabilized transconducîance
of each transistor. Assume the transistors MPOS and MPO6 have the same ratio WK,it

results in both sides of the circuit having the same current due to the current miror. The
transconductance of transistorMN02 is given by

It demonstrates that the transconductance g d is determined by the resistor value Ri only.
It is independent of power-supply voltage, process and temperature variations. Note that
not only g,,~but al1 other ûansconductances are stabilized, since currents of al1 transistor
are derived h m the same biasing network. Therefore, for al1 n-channel transistors, we

have

And for al1 p-channel transistors

The hi&-swing cascade bias voltages are generated by transistors MN12 and MPl
respectively. It should be noted that the bias circuit can have a second stable state whil
al1 the currents are zero. To prevent this case, it is necessary to add a start-up circuit that
is composed of transistors MN15-MP21 as presented in figure 4.4. The sta-up module
only afTects the bias circuit when al1 currents in the loop are zero. In this case, MN17 is
off. As the transistors MP18-MP21 operate as a high-impedance load that is always on,
the gates of MN15 and MN16 are pulled high. These transistors then inject currents into
the bias loop, which leads to the circuit to start up. Therefore MN17 becomes on, sinking

al1 of the currents h m MP18-MP21, pulling the gates of MN15 and MN16 low, and
haning them ofE Tbea, they will not affect the bias loop any more.

4.3.3 MOSFET switch

Anaiog switch is a basic component of tbe modulator. The high OFF-to-ON resistance
ratio of MOSFET

makes them suitable for use in switching applications. As

shown in figure 4.5, NMOS,PMOS and CMOS al1 can be used as switches. The largest
voltage that an n-channel switch c m pass is Y,,
channel switch can p a s is V,

- Vhm, while the lowest voltage a p-

. To obtain full raifto-rail signal transmission, CMOS

switch is one of the alternatives as long as the condition illustrated in equation (4.15) is
satistied.

NMOS Switch

PMOS Switch

switch

CMOS Switch

2
Figure 4.5 MOSFET switches
As discussed in 2.3.2, the charge injection, one of the non-ideai effects of MOS switches

in input modulator, results in the cesidual offset at the output nodes of CHS amplifier.
Therefore, the mechanism leadhg to charge injection in MOS switches and its
minimization methods has to be andyzed, Figure 4.6 illustrates this charge injection
phenomenon.

Figure 4.6 Charge in the NMOS transistor channel

When MOS switch is on and its drain-source voltage Vd,is small, the charge under

the gate oxide resulting fiom the inverteci channel is approximated as:
Qch= C m.IV-L-(Fm -V')

(4.16)

a When the MOSFET tums off, this charge is injected ont0 the capacitor and into the

voltage source Vin.Assume that Vin is a low-impedance source-driven node, the

injected charge will have no effect on this nde. Huwever, the charge injected onto
Clad results in a change in voltage across it. It has been shown, that if the clock signal

turns off fast, the channel charge distributes faidy equally between the adjacent nodes
1321. Thus, half of the channel charge is distributed ont0 Cl&. As the accumuiated

charge in n-channel and p-channet are electrons and holes respectively, the charge

injection in n-chamel and p-channel switch will result in negative and positive spikes
correspndingly. Their amplitude, for instance in NMOS switch, can be calculated as:

Assume the dock swings is between VDoand Vss, we obtain

where Vinqresents the input signal.
Substitutingthe threshold voltage expression into (4.18), yields

where Vmo is the threshold voltage with zero Vss (Le. source-to-substrate voltage),

y denotes the body-effect constant and & represents the electrostatic potentid of
substrate.

The equation (4.19) illustrates that the amplitude of spikes are dependent on the input
signal Vin which is composed of common mode DC voltage VCMand differential AC
signal Vd,as

Vh = VCM+ vd

(4.20)

In low amplitude signal applications, Vd is very srnall comparing with the amplitude of

VCM and &. Therefore the distortion that is caused by charge injection cm be neglected,
however a significant residual offset should be considered as discussed in chapter 2.

One technique to d u c e the charge injection error is to use a dwnmy switch as illustrated
in figure 4.7. Here, a half size transistor with its drain and source shorted is placed in
series 6 t h the desired switch MI.When Mt tums off, the dummy switch absorbs its

channel charge in output diection. Thus, the charge injection error can be cancelled to a

Figure 4.7 Charge injection cancellittion using a half size dummy switch
Another technique is to use a CMOS switch where the n-channel transistor and p-channel
transistor have the equal gate area size. According to (4.19), if the DC level of the input
signal is exactly in the middle of rail-to-rai1 and the clocks supplying the two switches are
fully complementary, the charge injections in n-channel and p-channel will be basically
canceled by each other. However, the previous condition can not be satisfied in our case
since the input cornmon-mode voltage necessitates being able to Vary from rail to rail. To
realize a rail-to-rail modulator without depending on input signal level, a bootstmpped
switch that is inspired fkom [30][31] can be used. The switch is conceptually a single
NMOS transistor, as show in figwe 4.8.

L
out

Figure 4.8 Bootstrapped MOS switch
During the off phase,

is high. The switch S3 discharges the gate of Mi to

ground. Meanwhile, VDDis applied across capacitor C by the switches Si and S2.
And the switches Sq and Ss isolate the transistor Ml fiom C while it is charging.

In the 4 phase, the switches Si, S2 and S3are off while the switches S,+, Ssare on.
The capacitor C whose voltage has been charged to Voo on the previous phase
behaves as a battery across the source-gate of the transistor MI during this phase.
It tums on transistor Mi and enables the gate of MIto track the input voltage
shifted by VoD,keeping the gate-source voltage unchanged regardless of the input
signal. For example, if the input common mode voltage is at VDD( I N ) , then the
clock amplitude at the gate of Mi will be up to 2VoD(3.6V).

Comparing with the CMOS switches, the bootstrap switches have two advantages at the
cost of more complexity. F i i if the variation of the threshoid voltage is ignored, the

charge injection of the switch is no more dependent on the input signai as well as the
"on" resistance. Second, it is more suitable in low voltage applications since the power
supply of system can be m e r d o m to IV as long as it is higher than the threshold
voltage of MOSFET transistors. Unlike the CMOS switches must satisfied the condition

(4.15)to reaiize the Mil-to-rail signal transmission,

4.3.4 Transcoaductor

A kind of linearity transconductor [22][35] that takes advantage of two triode region

transistors as source degeneration resistor is commonly used in the continuous-time filter
implementation. The schematic of transconductor is presented in figure 4.9. Its
tramconductance value is given by:

where r,, represents the output impedance of transistor MPOl view fiom source terminai,
1

rri=-.The g, of a saturated region irmistor can be expressed as:
gm'

Figure 4.9 Linear tMnsconductor circuit
And r~ denotes the conductance of transistor MP03 which works in triode region,
1
mi =-. The g h of a triode region transistor is given by:
@3

Assume g,l= gmz and gds3

= gdd, the transconductance of the ce11 is written as

Note that varying bias conditions for the hiode transistors m e r improve the linearity of

4.3.5 Conunon mode Feed-back (CMFR)

For the Ml differential signal circuitry, because of the increased symmetry, al1 cornmonmode signals and even-order distortions cancel out, except for the influence of
component mismatches. Tt leads to lower distortion, higher comrnon-mode rejection ratio

(CMRR), and higher power supply rejection ratio (PSRR). However, as the signal is no
longer referred to ground, the operating point of the circuitry cannot be stabilized with
the differential feedback loop. A common-mode feedback loop (CMFB)is required to
determine the output common-mode voltage and to control it to be equal to some
specified voltage. Figure 4.10 shows the CMFB circuit that will be used in the rail-to-rail
OTA the 2" BP filter and oscillator of the system. Transistors MPOl and MW4 sense

the cornmon mode voltage on the output nodes. Assume the cornmon-mode signal which
is higher than VCMappeared, it results in both currents of transistors MP02 and MP03

increasing, then leads to the gate potential of the diode-connected MN13 increasing
correspondingly. This voltage is feedback to control the current levels in the n-channel
current sinks of the summing circuit in transconductor. Thus, both current sinks carried
larger currents and bring the common mode voltage of output nodes back to value VCM.
The trmsistor MN1 1 makes use of the other sides of the differential pairs, which doubles
the common mode gain of the circuit [Ml.

VCTL

VSS

Figure 4.10 Cornman mode feedback circuit

4.4 Summary

This chapter mainly discussed îhe basic circuits which are commonly used to implement

the analog front-end systern. To be compatible with the digital circuit of the system, low
voltage (1.8V) is adopted as the power supply of the analog circuit. The high swing
current mirror and a stabled transconductance biasing circuit are used in the design. A
bootstrapped switch is introduced to build the input modulator that can redize signal
transmission b m rail to rail. Source degenerated transconductor and cornmon mode
feedback ( C m ) are the basic components to form a continuous time filter and an
oscillator.

IMPLEMENTATLON OF THE CHS MODULES

5.1 Introduction

The design aims at implementing a fûlly integrated systemsn-chip (SOC) structure.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed topology, which includes two
gain blocks: a CHS amplifier to reduce the low-fiequency noise and DC offset, and an
instrumentation amplifier (LA) to obtain a programmable gain and hi& common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR). The system also involves other peripheral circuits, such as an onchip bias circuit, a cl& generator and an output low-pass filter.

Figure 5.1 The block scheme of the analog fiont-end preamplifier

In the next section, the dominant noise source in a cascade ampliner system is analyzed.
The rest parts of this chapter analyzes in detaiI the proposed circuit configuration.

5.2 Noise inCascaded Stages

In the case that an amplifier is constituted by several stages, their noise performance can
be analyzed with the mode1 illustrateci in figure 5.2. The Power Spectral Density (PSD)of

the total input referred noise due to each stage is given by:

When [ A, (f) ['»1, the expression (S. 1) reduces to the first stage noise PSD S,, (f). It

implies that in the system, the main noise ccntribution is due to the input stage. The
irnprovement of the amplifier noise performance is therefore reduced to the optimization

of its input stage.

~ - S + . * . . . * . . .

..'*

.. .

Vout

Vin

Figure 5.2 Noise sources of a cascade stage amplifier

5 3 Modulators
5.3.1 Circuit implementation

The basic idea of CHS is using modulation technique to reduce l/f noise and DC offset.

Tlius the input modulator will be a critical part in the design of the CHS amplifier. The
tiuiction of modulator is illustrated in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Modulator function block

The modulate signal m(t) is a square wave signal as presented in figure 2.8. The
expression (5.2) can be rewritten as a discrete fonn
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This function cm be realized with four cross-coupled analog switches that are controlled
by two non-overlap clocks having Çequency (lîï), as shown in figure 5.4. The switch
pairs SI-

S3,STS4 transmit the signal in tum and reverse the sign during each half period

so as to realize signal modulation.

Figure 5.4 Modulator based on four switches
The input modulator needs the bootstrap switch introduced in the preceding chapter, to
rernove the effects caused by the varying common mode input voltage. The actual
bootstrap svitch is presented in figure A.2. Note that the two switches pair Si-& or S2-SJ
(figure 5.4) can share one bootstrapped circuit respectively since their clock phases are
exactly the same. As for the ultra-low-amplitude signal applications, the input AC signal
is too srnall comparing with the clock signal, it will not result in the signal distortion or
additional variation of charge injection. Furthemore, the dununy switch method is
needed to minimize the residual charge injection.

5.3.2 Clock signals of Modulaior

),

Four clock phases are needed to operate of ihe modulator: two non-overlap clocks , )? ,

- -

and their complementary clocks #, , q4 ,which are s h o w in figure 5.5. To guarantee the
modulator work nomaiiy, the clocks need satis@ the two requirements:

The clock #, and 4+* can not be high simultaneously.
When 4, is hi&

); can not be low.

The i
h
t one is satisfied as long as the two clocks are non-overlapped. The second
condition requires the delay between two complernentary clocks to be srnaller than the
propagation delay between two non-overlap clocks. The propagation delay is detennined
by the hverter chahs in the non-overlap clock generator circuit, as shown in figure 5.6.

The high performance complementary clocks can be obtained by a pseudo differential
dock driver circuit as shown in figure A. 17.

Figure 5.5 Clocks in the modulator

Figure 5.6 Non-overlap clock generator

53.3 Noise in Modulator
As the input modulator is the 6rst block to process the weak input signai directly, its

noise contniution needs to be minimized. From the previous analysk, the switches being

in "on" state cm be thought as a resistor- Thus the thermal noise of switch c m be
modeled as a voltage source, Vk(f), in series with a noiseless resistor, as show in figure
5.7. With such an approach, the spectral density fiuiction, Vi( f ) ,is given by

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature in Kelvins, and rd is the transistor
drain and source resistance.

Figure 5.7 Noise mode1 of the MOS switch in 'on*' state
As the transistor is in triode region, its drain-source resistance can be written as

To reduce thermal noise, the resistance needs to be lowered through increashg the
width-length ratio or the effective voltage of the transistor. Thanks to the usage of

bootstrapped switch, the effective voltage (Vgs~Vth)
has been maximized to (VDD-Vh).
Note that according to (5.4), a 1-kS2 resistor exhiiits a root spectral density of 4.06

in thermal noise at m m temperahue (300K).The root spectrai density is
proportional to the square mot of the resistance, we can also write
for 27°C

Nomally, rd, is smaller than 10K R. Thus the t h m a l noise exhibited in MOS switch is
smaller than 12nvl&.

5.3.4 Demodulator

The structure of the demodulator is similar to the modulator one. However, as the input

DC voltage of the demodulator can be fixed at a specified voltage, a simple NMOS
switch instead of the bwtstrapped switch can be used in the demodulator. And the same
control clocks can be used in the demoddator as long as there is no phase shifi
introduced by the previous selective amplifier. The noise performance and charge
injection of the demodulator are no longer critical to the system design, because the
signal has been amplified much more and shified back to the basebimd.

5.4 Selective Ampiüier

Note that the selective amplifier of the CHS presented in figure 5.1 is realized by two
amplifies, a wide-band low-noise rail-to-rail preamplifier followed by a 2 " order
bandpass filter. The analysis and resuits based on equation (3.6) is still valid for the two
stages selective amplifier. Since theu transfer bction can be expressed as foliows:
GCn=

AI

/
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where 61, &2 are the cut-off Eiequencies of the two stages respectively. As f , ~is much

larger than fd, in the range Re fd, the equation (5.7) cm be rewritten as

G(j-) = Ai.
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There are two advantages of this kind of stnicture: First, a wide common mode input
range can be obtained by means of a tail-to-rail OTA as the input stage, and the noise
optimization can be limited in this stage only. Second, as the DC gain of CHS amplifier
has been divided into two stages, the input transconductance of the BP filter does not

need to be hi@. Thus, the compensation circuit, which is needed to reduce the offset
stems fiom the hi& g, input pair [29],can be removed.

5.4.1 Low noise preamplifier

The low-noise preamplifier consists of a rail-io-rail OTA followed by a transimpedance
stage as shown in figure 5.8. The DC gain of this amplifier equals to GmI/Gd, where Gmi
and Ga are the transconductances of the two blocks respectively. The bandwidth of the
amplifier should be hi& enough comparing with chopper frequency to ensure that little
gain and phase distortion will be introduced to the system.

Figure 5.8 Block scheme of the preamplifïer

5.4.1.1 Rail to Rail OTA

The input operational traasconductor amplifier (OTA) tramfers the voltage signal to a
current level, which can be realized by conventional source-coupled pair. As discussed in
section 4.2, to obtain the maximum dynamic range at low supply voltage, it is necessary
to use a rail-ta-rail input stage. As shown in figure 5.9, this can be implemented by
placing N-and P-type differential pairs (MNOl, MN02,MP03,and MP04) in parallel.
Maximum C m n l Sekt (MCSJClrcwi

Swnmlng Circd

Figure 5.9 Rail-to-rail Operational Transconductor Amplifier (OTA)

Varying with the c o m o n mode voltage, three different operation areas c m be
distinguished, as shown in figure 5.10:

Region 1: The CMR is near the negative supply rail: signal transfer will take place
only by the P-type differential pair,
Region IT: The CMR is in a region somewhere in the middle between the supply
voltages; both the NMOS and PMOS differential pairs will be active.
Region I
E The CMR is near the positive supply rail: signal transfer will take place
only by the N-type difkreniial pair.
gm

t

Figure 5.10 Gm of three regions
The transconductance (g,) of both N and P pairs strongly depends on the common-mode
input level because only in a region somewhere in the middle of the supply voltage will
both differential pairs be active. AIso the hlly differential circuits necessitate to use a
common mode feedback circuit (CMFB) at the output node of the OTA, which should fix
the output node quiescent voltage. The CMFB circuit, through adjusthg the gate-source
voltage of transistors MN27 and MN28, controls the output node DC point. Thus in

order to ensure the MN27 and MN28 working in saturation region, their carrying DC
current should remain constant. In other words, the DC current that flows into tbe
summing circuit of rail to rail OTA should be stable regardless of varying of the common
mode input voltage.

The constant g,,, value is obtained by two maximum cunent select (MCS)circuits, as
shown in figure 5.9. Among them, the transistors MP09 (MPIO) and MN1 1 (MN12), act
as a current source or sink to supply a DC current to two floating current mirrors which

-

composed by transistors MN13 MN14 (MN17

- MN18)and MPl5 - MP16 (MP19 -

MP20).

Figure 5.1 1 Maximum current select circuit.

The principle of the MSC is illustrateci in figure 5.11. The input currents are represented
by iDNand iDp,which come fiom the input bi-pairs and P-pairs respectiveiy. Suppose the
common mode input voltage is near the negative rail, locating in the region 1, where Ppair is on and N-pair is o& Their currents are expressed as
iDN= IDN
+ib

O

(5.9)

According to the kircbholf current Iaw, at the d e A and B, as shown in figure 5.1 1.

ID
Apparently, il must be equal i3, thus leads to IBp = IBN- (-+
g, -Vu). However, IBpis
2

supposed to be equal lm.That means one of the two current sources will work as a bad,
it does not act as a constant current source or a current sink any more.

It c m be explained by the 1-V characteristic of a MOS transistor as shown in figure 5.12.
Because the gate-source voltage of the two transistors are fixed, the drain current id, of
the transistor cm only move toward a smaller value when the transistor has worked in the
saturation region. In this case the transistors MP09 an MPlO will lose their saturation
status. Their operation points move fiom point A to point B. The MCS output current is
given by:

Same situation happened at the other MCS.Its output curent is

IdsA

TM

fem

f

-

High

A

bw
L

Figure 5.12 1-V characteristic of MOS transistor
Thereby the output g,,, value of OTA in this case is obtained by

Sirnilarly in the region II and m, the two different input currents will cause one of the
current sources lost saturation. The OTA output current can be expressed as
.i

=id

-L =g,&,)xV,

(5.16)

In summary, the MCS circuit compares the two input currents, and outputs the maximum
one. Provided that the &, and g, are tuned at the same value, the g,,, value of OTA will
be universal constant, as shown in figure 5.10. It should be noticed that no matter in

which region the input pairs is focated, the output DC bias current magnitude flows h m
1, .
the drain of transistor MN14, MP16, MN18 and MF20 will be always equal 1, -2

Thus the variation of CMR will not result in the change of the DC operation point of

summing circuit.

5.4.1.2 T ~ d ~ p e d u n c e

The ûansimpedance block is built by a negative f d b a c k transconductor, as shown in
figure 5.8. The transconductor can make use of the linear one introduced in 4.3. Its
1

impedance equals 2 =- .
Gm

5.4.1.3 Noise Araiysis

Because there is no gain stage before the rail-to-rail preamplifier except one modulator,
as discussed above, the system input referred noise is rnainly detemined by the noise of
ihe preamplifier. Using figure 5.13, where a11 the transistors have been modeled with an
equivalent voltage noise source, we can optimize the noise performance of the
preamplifier. Provided that al1 noise sources are not correlated, the noise sources cm be
andyzed separately, then using superposition to calculate the overall noise. For more
clkty, figure 5.13 shows N-input pair transistors only. The analysis of P-pair input stage

would be similar to the N-pair counterpart.

0

Noises in input pair MN01 and MNOZ

As the noise sources of these two transistors

and V,Q) are connected in series

with input signal, the gain of Vni and V,,Zis the same as the gain of îhe signal, which
is
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where Vnorepresents the output noise correspond the noise source VnI.20 represents

the output impedance of the amplifier.

Figure 5.13 Noise mode1 of the rail-to-rail OTA

Noises in current source MNOS and MN06

The noise sources in the gate of MN06 result in a noise drain source current
ibn= g m 6 . Vn6.

This curent is divided into the two input transistors MN0 1 and hAN02.

Due to the symmetry in the circuit, this noise acts as a cornmon mode voltage and is
rejected by the high CMRR of the amplifier. Thus the noises can be ignored in that it
is relatively very small compared to the others.

+

Noises in the cascade transistors @om MP23 to MN261

The noises of these transistors cause little variation of their àrain currents since tfieir
source vohage potential varies simultaneously.

6

Noise in ofliertransistors

The noises of these transistors introduces a noise current to the signal path. Hence,
their noise gain at output node respectively is
Vno
= gmZo,where gmiis the transconductance vaiue of each transistors.
V n1

The equivalent input referred noise can be obtained by

where AD denotes the signal gain of the amplifier.

Apiüt fiom the OTA, the transimpedance and the common mode feedback circuit

( C m )are also responsible for the noise contribution. Their noise analysis is similar to
above analysis. From that, we know the noise performance of the preamplifier is
dominated by several critical transistors in the circuit. To reduce their noise, two aspects
should be considered. First, it is needed to enlarge their dimension both on width and
length to lower their I/f noise. Only when the Ilf noise is decreased, the corner frequency

can be as small as we expected, for instance 10 kHz. Second, since the output mise of

CHS will be eventually dominated by the thermal noise, it is need to reduce their thermal
noise by increasing their canying DC current and transconductance.

5.4.2 Second order BP filter design

The second stage of the seleetive amplifier is a 2ndorder (biquad) band-pas gm-C filter.
As discussed in chapter 2 and cbapter 3, the filter is aimed at reducing the residual offset

stems h m the charge injection of the input modulator. The basic building block of gm-C
filter is an integrator involving a transconductor and a capacitor. The block scheme of a
hlly differential zndorder band-pans filter is presented in figure 5.14:

Figure 5.14 Block scheme of the biquad filter

The input transconductor Cimi converts input signal from voltage to current mode.
Transconductors Gd and Gd constitute resonant stage which determines the center
fiequency of the filter. And transconductor Gd is responsible for converting back the
signal h m current to voltage mode. The small signal mode1 of the filter is presented in
figure 5.15, where Ci, Cz represent îhe parasitic capacitors of the two nodes.

Figure 5.15 Small signal mode1 of lhe filter

Nodes A, B represent filter's band-pass and low-pass outputs respectively. Their voltages

can be expressed as

-

VA = (gm,VU,+ gmYB gm4V.4)

- M C + c,)

1
+go,

+ go, + g o 4 1

where hi represents the output impedance of each transconductor.

From (5.19) and (5.20), the bandpass output tMnsfér function c m be found by:

where CA=C+C,, C, =C+C, and
Its zero and poles cm be expressed as

&'=&1+&3+
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Equation (5.22) illustrates that an additional zero due to the finite output impedance of
transconductor Gd appears. However, it will not cause significant effects on the
operation of the bandpass filter as long as it is much maller than the center fiequency of
the filter. Suppose the integrator's capacitor C is much larger than the parasitic capacitors

and two identical transconductors are used in the resonant stage, i.e. gm2= g,, = g, ,the
equation (5.23) can be simplified as

Figure 5.16 shows the poles and zero of the filter in the s plane.

Figure 5.16 Poles and zero of the

order BPF

I g n o ~ the
g additional zero, equation (5.21) can be rewtitten as a standard biquad fom
(5.25)

is the resonance frequencyof the tilter,

-

Q =-

denotes the quaiity factor,

gm4

Ai =

denotes the gain of the filter.

8,

Note that the finite impedance of transconductor Gd not only causes an additional zero,
but also increases the resonant fiequency of the filter. In addition, the choice of quality
factor Q value has been discussed in chapter 3. Considering the tuning problem in
practice, this value can be selected around 4 and 5. Transconductor and common mode
feedback (CMFB)have been presented in (4.3). Their detailed schematics are given in
Appendix A.

5.5 Automatic tuning & Matcbing Oscillator

Due to the lack of virtual grounds and low impedance nodes, the g,-C filters are sensitive
to the parasitic capacitors. The time constants of the filter depend on gJC ratios. These
time constants are not well controlled in CMOS technologies because they are affecteci
by the process parameter tolerances. These toferances cm be more than 30% if
temperature variations, parasitic capacitors, bulk and other effects are included [36].In
addition to these aspects, the active filters are sensitive to the OTA finite parameters, e.g.
parasitic poles and zeros and h i t e dc gain. The variations of g,,,/C ratio can be correcteci
using a Phase Locked Loop (PU), Usually there are two approaches, PLL based on
voltage controlied filter

and P U based on voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), to

build an on-chip automatic tuning circuit. The principles of the two techniques are briefly
illustrateci in figure 5.17.
input

s h litter

output

b)
Figure 5.17 Automatic tuning techniques of the filter design based on

a) VCF b)VCO

in the PLL using a VCF technique, the voltage controlled filter is a replica of a section of
the slave filter. The phase of the reference clock is compared with that of the VCF by the

phase detector. The phase error is filtered out by the low-pass filter and fed back so as to
adjust the transconductance of the OTAs involved in the master filter. Ideally, the lmp is

locked when the phase of the band-pass filter output signal is equal to the phase of the
reference signal.

in the P U using a VCO technique, the important parameter is the fiequency cornparison
Mead of the phase cornparison. Both the reference frequency and the oscillating
frequency are compared by the phase detector. Similarly, the error voltage is filtered out
by the low-pass filter and fed back to control the transconductance of the OTA. Under
locked condition, the oscillating frequency of the VCO is tracked to the clock frequency.

Note that both techniques require an extemal reference dock and are based on the VCO
or VCF being well matched with the slave filter. However, for the CHS amplifier, the
deviation of modulating clock &
,,

itself will not introduce significant impact on the

performance of CHS.The critical point of tuning in CHS is to make the center frequency

of BP filter tracking with f&, without affecting by process variation and environment
temperature, rather than lock it wiîh a refmnce clock. Hence, we can use an on-chip
oscillator, as shown in figure 5.18, which is matched with the BP filter as the chopper
clock generator.
input

.-q

S e M e Amplifier

/-*output

1-•
Matching
ûscitialor

chopper
do&

Figure 5.1 8 Matchiag oscillator to track with filter

The exactiy same resonator structure is used in both parts. This structure wiii reduce the
complexity of whole system, especially in this application, the chopper clock shouM be
generated on chip. The proposai oscillator is shown in figure 5.19 a). The GNL block
represents a nonlinear negative transconductor to ensure the oscillation and regulate the
signal amplitude.

Figure 5-19 On-chip oscillator a) block scheme
b) Small signai model of the oscillator

The mal1 signal model of the oscillator is illusüated in figure 5.19 b). Two node voltages

can be written in:

where go represents the output impedance of the transconductor, CAand Ce represent the

node capaciton which include the integrator capacitor C and the pamsitic capacitors.
Solving (5.26), the oscillation output can be expressed as

Rearranging (5.27), we obtain

where AV represents any deviation appeared in the signal path, which will cause the
oscillation.
Their poles can be found in

Ignon'ng the parasitic capacitors, and suppose that

Substitute (5.30) to (5.29), and omit the second order tenn of g,

Figure 5.20 illusûates the poles of the oscillator in the s plane. To ensure the oscillaiion,
the poles shouid be located on the right half plane (RHP), which requires the followiag

condition.

And, the oscillator frequency can be found by

Figure 5.20 Poles of the oscillator
Note that the negative tramconductance block inherently dec~asesthe oscillator

fiequency h m the desired value. To reduce the emr, the value of g
i should be as smdl

as possible. For instance, if the emr is required srnaller than 1%, then

Solving it, we obtain
g,, < 0.282 g,

Thus, combine the condition (5.33), the g,,~should satisfy

Figure 5.21 Non-linear transconductor (GNL) block a) schematic
b) 1-V traosfer characteristic

Figure 5.21 shows the actual implementation of the nodinear conductance g,,, used for
amplitude regulation in the two-iategrator osciIlator. To obtain the desired nonlinear
characteristic, the cross-coupled MOS differential pair MP05 and MP06, is added to a
linear ûansconductance stage connected m unity gain. For srnail signals, this circuit is
equivdent to a negative conductance, as shown in figure 5.21 b). It will therefore ensure

oscillations build up when connected to the two-integrator loop which behaves like a
passive LC resonant circuit. The amplitude of the oscillations increases until the cunent
flowing through the nonlinear conductaace GNL has no more components at the resonant
frequency chopof the two-integrator loop 1221. A stable oscillation amplihide is obtained.

5.6 Summary

The chapter has presented the implementation of a chopper amplifier for low-fiequency
instrumentation applications. And a low noise preamplifier with rail-to-rail input stage is
used as the first gain block in order to obtain the maximum common mode input range.
To optimize the signal-to-offset gain, a 2." order band-pass filter based on the
continuous-tirne filtering technique is chosen as the second stage of the selective
amplifier. The modufating clock signal is generated by an on-chip oscillator tracking with
the 2"dorder bandpass filter. Like in

any other hlly differential structure, a common

mode stabilization circuitry m u t be hcluded at each high impedance node to fix its DC
potential to the desired value. The instnimeatation amplifier and the low pass filter which
m e r processed output signal of CHS are briefly explained in the Appendix D. A novel
instrumentation amplifier based on current mirmr approach instead of conventional
resistor matching three-opamp IA bas been adopted. It improves the common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR) without requiring on-chip trimming.

CHAPTER 6

SIMULATION RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE

The proposed analog fiont-end preamplifier system has k e n implemented in 0.35 Pm Nwell technology. Appendix A illustrates the detailed schematic of each block. The circuits

are simulated and analyzed by mems ofsimuIator HSPICE. The netlist files are attached
in Appendix B.

6.1 Simulation Results

Bias & Operation point

As mentioned in chapter 4, having stabk bias voltages in the circuit is one of the key

factors to guarantee the success of the systern, Figure 6.1 shows the simulation result of
the biasing circuit. First, the start-up circuit inject the currents to the current mirror loop,
make the biasing work. Then der amund 100 ns, the biasing voltages were stable. The

operation region of each transistor c m be ciarîfied by checking their drain-source voltage
and efféctive voltage in the AC simulation HSPICE output file. Normally, al1 the
transistors in the circuit should be in deep saturation region except the inverters and other
digital ceUs. The power consumption of total system is 775 pW ( This does not includes
the mvitching power consumption of the moduiators) .

Input Moàwlator

Figure 6.2 presents the bootstrapped clocks corresponding to two cases of comrnon mode
input voltages (OV, 1.8V) respectively. Et illustrates that the 'high' state of the clock
whib the input voltage is at 1.Wcan be up to approximately 3.5 V. The bottom curve
shows the differentiai modulated signal. There are little spikes appearing. It is because
thd the spikes Rave been cancelled by the

hl1 differentiai mode. However, the

mismatchhgof the transistors in reality will cause the spikes. The charge injection of the

switch is reflected by the spikes appearing on the single-end signal as shown in figure
6.3, The magnitude is around 1.5 mV with Ip F capacitive Ioad. The input refend noise

spectrurn of the modulator is 8.7 n v l a which is mainly contributed by the "on"
resistors of MOS switch.

Low Noise Amplilier
Figure 6.4 shows the simulation result of the input range and

values of the rail-to-rail

amplifier. The X-axis represents the common mode input voltage, the curve at îhe top
illustrates the DC gain correspond it. The boîtorn curve illustrates the gm values of input
P-cbannel and N-channei transistors respectively. It dernonstrates that the input range is

h m O to 1.8 V and the variation oEDC gain h m rail to rail is limited in 5%, which is
better than the performance of the conventional rail-to-rail amplifier. The fiequency

response of the amplifier is illustrated in figure 6.5. The MJ gain equals to 26 dB and the
-3 dB kquency is mmd 1.2 MHz, much larger than the center ûequency Ch, (47 kHz

in our case) of the bandpass filter.

Bandpass filter & OscilIator

Limited by the requirement of tuning and bandwidth, quality factor Q of the bandpass
filter, which is determinecl by the ttansconductance ratio of Gd and Gd, is selected
around 4. The center fiequency is chosen mund 50 kHz in order to guarantee it is larger

than the noise corner frequency and ensure the signal having 5 kHz bandwidth. The
figure 6.6 illustrates the simulation result of the magnitude and phase spectrum of the
filter. The gain of center fiequency equals 25 dB. Note that due to the finite output
impedance of Gd, an additional zero appears at low fiequency (100 Hz),

The figure 6.7 presents the rnodulator clock signal generated by the matching oscillator.
The clock fiequency is around 47

The error between this fiequency and the center

fiequency is around 6% due to the appearance of GNL block. The 1-V transfer
characteristic of GNL block is illustrated in figure 6.8.

For CHS simulation, a voltage source h;is been added between input modulator and
amplifier to simulate the l/f noise and DC offset of op-amp. The input signal, noise
sources and output of CHS are presented in figure 6.9. From the simulation result, we see
that the output signal is arnplified and free fiom both l/f noise and DC offset. Though the
amplitude of noise is at the same order of signai. The simulated overail system input
refened noise spectrum is 45 nW&.
summarked in table 6.1.

The characteristics of the system ean be

Table 6.1 Simulation results o f the proposeci analog Çont-end
Characteristics

Simulation results

Power Supply

VDD = 1,8V,VSS = O

Input range

O 1.8 V

Constant Gm

< 5%

Clock fiequency

47 kHz

Signal bandwidth

c 5K Hz

DC Gain(not include the IA)

51 dB

CMRR

180dB @ 1 KHz

PSRR

VDD: 92 dB @ 1 KHz

-

VSS: 83 dB @ 1 KHz
input referïed noise

45 ~ V I &

input referred DC offset

clpV

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

0.023%@ Vin=lOpV

Power consumption (static)

775 pW

Figure 6.1 Bias VoItages

Figure 6.2 Input Modulator Simulation Result (1)
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Figure 6.7 Clocks Generated by the OsciUator

Figure 6.8 1-V Transfer Characteristic of the GNL
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6 2 Prototype cbip

A prototype chip based on the above description was fabricated in a 0.35pm N-well

CMOS technology. The layout of the analog &ont-end system was done manually under
Cadence Virtuose, To reduce unexpected effects caused by the circuit layout, several
strategies were adopted for the experimental prototype chip.

Al1 large width transistors in the circuit are split into parallel-connected maIl transistors.

For example, layout of a split transistor (M4)is illustmted in figure 6.1 1. The drain and
source mas are shared between adjacent transistors. [t highly improves the performance

of the current mirrors, since the current ratio will qua1 the ratio between the multipliers
of two transistors, if one ignores the effect of process gradients. There are two benefits
with this kind of layout: First, it reduces the ma, which also leûds to the reduction of
souce and drain depletion capacitances; Second, it reduces the latch-up problem.
D

Figure 6.1 1 Laput of a split transistor (M=4)

For the transistor pairs that need goad matching, the interdigitated or common centcoid

mangement allows us to reduce the mismatch caused by the process gradient effect. The

figwe 6.12 illustrates the idea of htdgitated four-transistors pair which is commonly
used in the design.

Figure 6-12 Layout of P diff'erential pair with interdigitizing

in addition, the following rules are respected in the layout of the prototype chip:
Use transistors with the same orientation;

Respect the symmetries tbat exist in the elecûical network as well as in the layout
to lîmit offset;

Minimize the source or the drain contact area by stacking transistors;

Use low resistive paihs (metai and not polysilicon) when a current needs to be
carried to avoid parasitic voltage drop.

Finally, it should be noticed that as the tuning error between

ch, and ,f mai*

coma

h m the mismatch of the resonant stage of the oscillator and the filter, the two resonant

stages should be interdigitated to minimize the error. The layout of the whole CHS is
depicted in figure 6.13. The core die size is 1lSOx4SO jun2. The detailed layouts of each
block are presented in Appendix C.When the thesis was finished, the chip was still under
testing. Some measurement results obtained are listed in table 6.2. The noise performance
and the output offset were going to be tested.

V-1 Converter

Oscillator
2" BPF

Rai1- tO-rail
Amplifier

-instrumentation
Amplifier

Figure 6.13 Layout of the Analog Front-end Amplifier

Table 6.2 Measurement results of the experimental chip

Power Supply

VDD = I .8V,VSS= O

Signal bandwidth

c 4.5KHz

Oscillation fiequency

37.6 K Hz

DC Gain of RTR Amplifier

26 dB

Variation of the Gm of OTA

< 5%

Center fhquency of BPF

39.8 K Hz

CONCLUSION

This thesis studies Cundarnental limitation to ultra low amplitude acquisition applications,
which corne h m the low 6equency noise and DC offset. The dominant noise sources of

CMOS circuits in low fiequency apptications are discussed and two low noise
techniques, Chopper st abilizrition (CHS) and Auto-Zero technique (AZ),are reviewed.
Due to its continuous property and low thermal noise, the Chopper Stabilization
technique (CHS)is chosen in our system to reduce the low Frequency noise and DC
offset.

To analyze the characteristics of CHS, we introduced a novel method that uses a
behaviorai model built by SIMULINK. Either the system consideration, such as selection
of the selective amplifier, or the non-idealities of the circuit in practice, such as charge

injection and tuning error, can be simulated and analyzed convenientlywith this model. It
is very helpfiil to optimize the CHS amplifier and thus Save us the time to market. In

addition, the behaviorai model can be used to analyze other circuits.

Then, a Wly integrated low-voltage anaiog hnt-end preamplifier dedicated to
biomedical applications is d e s c r i i in detail. The Iow supply voltage and wide common
mode input range are reaiized by usbg a bootstrapped moâulator and a rail-to-rail low

noise preamplifier. Its residual offset is optimized by means of a 2" order bandpass filter
implemented on gm-C continuous filter structure. The high CMRR and PSRR are
obtained by the fully differentiai structure and the use of a novel instrumentation
amplifier. The output noise power spectral density of the fiont-end preamplifier is ûee
fiom l/f noise and the input nferred noise spectral density is equal to 45n~1&.
Although the analog fiont-end preamplifier was originally designed for biomedical
applications, it can be used for any low Frequency applications to monitor ultra low
amplitude signals.

Based on the analysis and results reported above, the following projection can be made
for future work to hrther improve the performance of the low noise amplifier.

O

To overcome the voltage limits on the rail-to-rail input stage, input pairs working

in weak inversion cm be taken into account. A constant grn can be obtained by its
linear voltage-to-curent transfer characteristic. Consequently, the system power
supply cm be reduced to 1.2 V.

To Unprove the signal dynamic range, a current-mode 2ndorder bandpass filter
can be considered to replace the voltage-mode filter. Thus the first stage just uses

a rail-to-rail low noise operationai transconductor amplifier (OTA) to transfer the
input signal fiom voltage to current. if a wider signal bandwidth is required, a
higher order bandpass filter is needed to d u c e the distortion.

To fwther improve the performance of the input modulator, a PMOS bootstrappeû
switch c m be used to replace the NMOS couterpart. This is because in the nwell process, only the substrate of p-channel transistors can be tied to a voltage
that diffas from the supply voltage. Due to the zero source-bulk voltage
difference, the threshold voltage of p-channel transistor will be independent of
input voltage. Thus the variation of charge injection and the "on" tesistance can
be fiirîher decreased. Note that the demodulator dso needs to be modified to

ensure synchronous operation.

The behavioral mode1 cm be fiirther improved by including more customized
blocks to accurately mimic the CHS behavior. For instance, the effect caused by
the variation of duty cycle c m be analyzed by introducing a periodic pulse signal
superimposed on the ideal dock.
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ANNEX A
SCEEMATICS

Figure A. 1 Chopper Stabilization Amplitier

Figure A.2 Input Modulator Cell
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Figure A.3 BiAS Ceii

Figure A.4 Low Noise Rail-to-tail Amplifier CeU

Figure A.5 Low Noise Rail-to-rail Operational Amplifier Cell

1

Figure A.6 Low Noise Impedance Ce11

Figure A.7 Low Noise Common Mode Feedback Ce11

Figure A.8 Biquad Gm-C bandpass FiIter CeU

Figure A9 Input Transconductor Ce11
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Figure A. 10 Resonant Transconductor CeU

Figure A. 11 Output Tramconductor Ce11
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Figure A.12 Common Mode Feedback Ce11
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Figure A. 13 Matching OsciltatorCe11

Figure A. 14 Nonlinear TransconductorCe11

Figure A.16 Four Clocks Generator Ceii
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Figure A. 17 Pseudo DitTerential Clock Driver Ce11

Figure A.18 Demoddator Ce11

Figure A.19 Instrumentation Amplifier

Figure A20 OPAMP

Figure A.214th order LP Filter

ANNEX B

HSPICE NETLIST FiLE

Project MOPPBR

Powrview Wirelist Created with V e r s i o n 6 . 3 . 1
D e f i n i t i o n f o r pmject I W
.SUBCKT XNVW A YB
CROSS-RBPERmCE 1
GND = O
MPOl YB A WDA WDA P M L=5U W = l . l U A S = l . l P A D = l . l P PS=4.ZU PD-4.2U N R D d . 8 1 8 NRÇ=1.818
MN02 YB A VSSA VSSA H M L d O U W=l.lU A S = l . l P A D d . 1 P PS=4.2U PDu4.2U N R D d . 8 1 8 NRS=l.BlE

.ms
D e f i n i t i o n f o r project RTR-OTA
.SUBCKT RTR-OTA BU BP CMPB CN CP PD8 V i t i V?P VON VOP
* CROSS-REFERENCE 1
G N D = O
HP1 P û 1 VfP Pt2 MDA PCW L d . 8 U W=16U Mm4 AS=16P AD=16P PS=34U PDx34U NRDol2SM NRS=125N
MP2 P02 VIN PC2 M D A PCW L-2.8U U-ldV Mm4 W d 6 P A D d 6 P P S t 3 4 U PD=34U NRDs125M NRSn125M
MN3 NO2 V I P NC2 OSSA N M L=12U Wa20U Mn4 ASu2OP ADs20P PS=42U PDu42U NRDulOOM NRS=lOûM
MN4 NO1 VIN NC2 VSSA NCH L=12U Wz2OU M14 AS-2OP A b 2 0 P FS=42U PD=42U NRD=lOOM NRSrlOOM
Me5 P a BP M D A W D A PCH L I E U Wa40U Ho6 AS=40P AD-4OP FS=B2U PD=82U NRD=SOM NRS=SOM
MP6 PQ CP PC3 VDDA PCH L-1.4U W-6U Mu6 ASa6P AD-6P PÇ-l4U P D d 4 U NRDx333.3N NRS1333.3M
MN7 NC2 CN NC1 VSSA NCU L=l.QU WoZU M-6 AS=ZP ADx2P P S i 6 U P D 4 U NRDm1 NRS=l
M N B NCl BN VSSA VSSA NCH L n l 5 U Wx2OU M-6 A S d O P &D=2OP PS142U PD=42U NRDalOOM NRSalOOH
MN9 NO1 NO1 P m VSSA NCH LnZU Wu4U Ma32 ASn4P ADi4P PS-lOU P D d O U URD=SOOM NRS=SCOM
MNlO PO3 NO1 PCCZ VSSA NCH b 2 U W=4U Mar32 ASu4P AD=4P PS-lOU PD-10U NRD-500M NRS-SOOM
MF11 PO1 PO1 FCCl VDDA P M I r a U W=6U Mm32 AS=6P AD=CP PSx14U PD-14U NRDœ333.3M NRS-333.3M
MF12 NO3 PO1 WC2 vDDA PCH b 2 U Wa6U Mœ32 AS&P A D d P PS614U P D d 4 U URDp333.3M NRSx333.3M
MP13 NO1 BP VDDA MM PCH L=15U Wa40U M=6 &S=40P A b 4 0 P PS=82U P b 8 2 U NRD=SOM NRSrSOM
MN16 PO1 BN VSSA VSSR NCH L d S U W=20U M=6 AS=ZOP A b 2 0 P PS=42U PDr42U NRDplOOM NRSalOOM
MU17 NO2 NO2 FCC3 VSSA NCH L=ZU W=4U M-32 & S d P A W 4 P PS=lOU PDrlOU NRDrSOOM NRS=SOOM
MN18 PO4 NO2 FCC4 VSSA NCH Le2U W14U Me32 AS=4P AD-4P PSnlOU PDtlOU NRDn500M URSaSOOM
HP19 PO2 PO2 PCC3 VDDA PCH L=2U W P ~ U Mt32 ASœ6P A D d P P S d 4 U PDfl4U NFtDt333.M NRSm333.3M
MP20 NO4 PO2 FCC4 VDDA PCH L=2U W-611 M-32 A S d P ADu6P P S 4 4 U PD=14U NRD1333-3M NRS=333+3M
MP21 NO2 BQ VDDA VDDA PCH L=15U W-4OU Mi6 AS-40P AD=40P P S i 8 2 U PD-82U URD=SOM NRS=50H
MU24 PO2 EN VSSA VSSA NCH L x l S U W=20U M=6 AS=ZOP A b Z O P PSa42U PD=42U URDdOOH NRS=100M
MP25 PO3 BP VDDA MDA PCH b 1 5 U W=4OU Mx6 AS-4OP AD=40P PS=82U PD=82U NRbSOM NRS=SOM
MP26 VON CP PO3 M D A PCH L-1.4U Wr4U M t 3 A S t 4 P AD34P PS=lOll PD=lOU NRD=SOOM NRS-SOOM
MU27 VON CN NO4 VSSA NCH L-1.40 W=2U Mn3 A S d P ADr2P PSn6U PDx6U M D 4 NRSrl
MN28 NO4 CMFB VSSA VSSA NCH L=15U Wn2OU M=6 AS=2OP ADo20P PS-42U PD=42U NRDo100M NRS=LOOM
MP29 PO4 BP VDDA VDDA PCH L x l S U W=4OU M=6 AS=4DP ADn40P PSx82U PDa82U NRD=SOM NRS=SOM
MP30 VOP CP W 4 VDDA PCH L=1.4U W=4U Mx3 AS=4P A h 4 P P S d O l l PD=lOU NRDa500M NKS=SOOM
MN31 VOP CN NO3 VSSA NCH Lr1.411 Wa2U M t 3 A S d P AD=2P PSa6U PD160 NRDrl N R S d
MN32 NO3 CMFB VSSA VSSA NCH L d 5 U W=ZOU f4-6 AS=2OP ADaZOP PS=42U PD=42U URD=lOOM NRSdOOM
MN33 CMFB PD VSSA VSSA NCH b 0 . 6 U W=1,6U A S d . 6 P AD=1.6P PS=S.ZU PD=5.2U NRD=1.25
NRS=l. ZS
XINVl PDB PD INVW
.ENDS

D e f i n i t i o n f o r p r o j e c t WCMPB
.SUBCKT LNCMPB BP CMFâ C P PDB V1 V2 VCM
CROÇS-REmRmCE 1
GND = O
MPI Ncl V 1 PC2 VDDA PCH L-1.4U W=6U Ma2 AS16P ADa6P P S a l 4 0 PD=14U NRD=333-3M NRS=333 -311
MP2 CMPB VCM PC2 VDDA PCH h 1 . 4 U k a l T Bi-2 M r 6 P Aün6P P S r l 4 U PDa14U N R D J 3 3 . 3 U NRSr333.3M
MP3 CWFB V a PC4 VDDA PCH L f l - 4 U W=6U H=2 AS=6P AD=6P P S t l 4 U P D d 4 U NRDr333.3M NRÇ433.3M
MP4 N Q M PC4 VDDA PCH L=1.4[1 W=W U d A S 6 P A b 6 P PS=14U PDn14U -333.3M
NRS1333.31
KP5 PC1 BP M D A VDüA P a L=1.4U W=6U k 2 AS=6P AD=6P PS=14U P D r l 4 U U R 0 3 3 3 . 3 M NRSs333.3M
HP6 PC2 CP P C ï MDA PCH L=1.4U W=6U M=2 AS=6P AD=QP PS=fQU PD=14U NRDr333-3M NRS=333.3A
-7
P U BP VDDA MDA PCll k 1 . 4 0 W=6U M=2 AS=6P A h 6 P P S 4 4 U P D r l 4 U URD=333.fR HRS433.3M
MPB PC4 CP PC3 M D A P M L d . 4 U W=6U M=2 AS=6P AD=6P PS=L4U PD=14U NRD=333.3M N R S 3 3 3 . 3 A
MN9 MPB CMEB VSSA VSSA NCIl h l 5 0 W=2OU M=2 AS=2OP AD=ZOP PSa42U PDr42U NRD-1OOW NRS=100M
MN10 NCT N a V S A VSSA N a k 1 5 1 3 W=ZOU k 2 AS=2OP AD=ZOP P S r 4 2 U PDa42U NRDrlOOM NRS=100M
MN11 NCI PD VSSA VSSA NCH L 4 . 6 U W=l-6U AS=1.6P AD=1.6P PS=S-2U PD=5.2U NRD=1.25 NRS=1.25
X I W l PD8 PD INWT
.ENDS

Definition f o r project fMT2
.SUBCKT INV2 A YB
* CROSS-RBFERENCB 1
*GND=o
MPOl YB A M D A MDA P M L=Or6U We3.2U AS13.2P AD-3.2P PS-8-4U PD4.4U NRb625M NR!à=62SM
MN02 YB A VSSA VSSA NCH L=0.6U %1.6U ASrl.6P ADtr1.6P PS-5.2U PD-5.2U NRDd.25 NRS4.25
.ENDS

* Definition Eor project LNABIAS
.SUBCKT LNABIAS BP CN CP LNBN LNBP PDB
1
G N D P O
MN1 NDNl LNBN VSSA VSSA NCH L=lSU Wn2OU Mt2 ASa20P ADs2OP PSu42U PDi42.U NRblOOM NRS=lOOM
MP1 NDPl BP M D A VDDA PCH L=1.4U Wo6U M=2 ASx6P ADn6P PS=l4U PDx14U NRD-333.3M NRS1333.3M
MN2 NON2 LNBN VSSA VSSA NCH L P ~ S UW=20U Mn2 ASo2OP ADSIOP PSa42U PDn42U NRD=100M NRS=100M
MP2 NDP2 W B P W D A M D & PCH LnlSU W=40U Mn2 AS=40P AD=4OP PSu82U P D 4 2 0 NRDnSOM NRS=SOM
MNCl LNBN CN NDNl VSSA NCH LalSU Ws2OU Mx2 ASu2OP ADa2OP PSa42U PDn42U NRD=lOOM NRSn100M
MNC2 LNBP CN NDNS VSSA N M LzlSU Wo20U M=2 ASx2OP ADn20P PS=42U PDa42U NRDdOOM NRS=100M
MNPD2 LNBN PD VSSA VSSA NCH LaO.6U Wx1.6U ASo1.6P ADn1.6P PSa5.2U PD=S.2U NRb1.25
NRS=l. 25
MPCl LNBN CP NDPl M D A PCH Lol.4U W=éU Mn2 AS&P
ADx6P PSol4U PD=14U N R b 3 3 3 . W
NRS=333.3M
MPCZ LNBF CF NDP2 M D A P M LrlSU Wx40U Mo2 AS=4OP ADa4OP PSi82U PDi82U NRDnSOM NRSa50M
MPPD2 LNBP NPDB VDDA VDDA PCH Ln0.6U W=3.2U ASt3.2P ADn3.2P PSt8.4U PDn8.4U NRD=625EI
NRSr62SM
XINVl PDB PD INWS
XINV2 PD NPDB INV2
.ENDS

' CROSS-RBPERENCE

Definition for project IMPEDANCE
.SüBCKT IMPEDANCE EN BP CN CP VIN VIP
CROSS-REFERENCE 1
rn GND = O
MP1 VIP VIP PC2 M D A PCH L=1.4U W-6U Ma2 ASn6P ADa6P PSo14U PD=l4U NRDx333.3M NRS-333.3M
MP2 VIN VIN PC4 M D A PCH Lrl.4U W16U Mt2 AS=6P A D 4 P P S d 4 U PD=14U NRDn333.3M NRSr333.3M
MP3 PC4 VIP PC2 VDDA PCH LilOU Wo1.4U M d AS=1.4P AD=1.4P PS-4.8U PD=4.BU NRD~1.429
NRS=1.429
MP4 PC4 VIN PC2 VDDA PCH L-lOU Wn1.4U M d AS-1.4P AD=1.4P PSo4.8U PD14.8U NRDnl.429
NRS-1 .a29
MP5 PCI BP VDDA M D A PCH Lnl5U Wn4OU M-2 ASr40P ADn4OP PS=82U PDn82U NRD=50M NRS=SOM
MP6 PC2 CP PCl W D A PCH Lrl.4U W=4U Mn2 ASn4P ADn4P PS=lOU P D d O U NRD=SOOM NRS=SOOM
MP7 P U 8P M D A M D A PCH h 1 5 U Wx4OU M=2 ASn40P ADn4OP PSn82U PDn82U NRD=50M NRS=SOM
MPB PC4 CF PC3 W D A PCH L=1.4U W=4U M=2 AS=4P ADr4P PS=lOU PDnlOU NRD=SOOM NRS=500M
MN9 VïP CN NCI VSSA NCH L=1.4U W-2U Ma2 AS=2P ADn2P P S d U PD-6U N R b l NRS=1
MN10 NCl BN VSSA VSSA NCH LalSU W=2OU M=2 ASs2OP AD=2OP PSo42U PDx42U NRD=lOOM NRSnlOOM
MN11 VIN CN NC2 VSSA NCH Ld.40 W=2U Ma2 ASn2P AD=îP PSo6U PD=6U N R D d NRS=l
MN12 NC2 BN VSSA VSSA NCH h 1 5 U Wa2OU M-2 AS-20P AD=2OP PS-42U PDm42U NRDtlOOM NRS-100M
.ENDS

Definition for project LNARDAO1
.SUBCKT LNARDAOl BP CN CP PDB VCM VIN VIP VON VOP
CROSS-REFERENCE 1
GND = O
XIMPEDANCB LNBN LNBP (ZN CP VON VOP LMPiZûANCE
XLNABIAÇ BP CN CP LNBN LNBP PDB LNABIAS
XLNCMFB LNBP CMPB CP DDB M P VON VCM LNCMFB
XRTROTA LNBN LNBP CMPB CN CP PDB VIN VIP VON VOP RTR-OTA
.ENDS
rn

Definition for project INPUTGM
INPUTGM BP CMFB CN CP VIN VIP VON VOP
CROSS-REFERENCE 1
*GND=O
MPI VON VIP PC2 M D A PCH Ld.4U Wn6U Ma2 A S 4 P A b 6 P PS=14U PD=14U NRD=333.3H NRSx333-3M
MO2 VOP VïN PC4 VDDA P M L1.4U W = m M-2 A S 4 P A b 6 P P S d 4 U PD-14U NRDt333-3M NRS433-3M
MP3 PC4 VïP PC2 VDDA P M L1.4U W=6U M d AS&P AD-6P PS=l4U PDrl4U NRD-333.3K NRSd33.3M
S
.-

PC4 VIM PC2 M D A P M L d . 4 0 W-6U M=1 A9=6P A D d P PS=14U PDa14U NRb333.3M tiRS-333.3M
AD=6P P S i 1 4 U PDal4U tiRD=333.31 NRSi333.3M
PC2 CP PC1 MD& PCH L-1.4U Wr6U M=4 Aç=6P A b 6 P P S d 4 U F D d J U N ü k 3 3 3 . 3 M NRS-333.31
PC3 BP MDA M D & PCH LP1.4U W=6U K=4 A S r 6 P A h 6 P P S d 4 U PD=14U NRDr333.3M t8RSr333.3H
PC4 CP PC3 MDA PCH L-1.4U W36U Mo4 A S 4 P A D d P P S d 4 U P D d 4 U NRk333.313 NRS333.3M
VCBI W NC1 VSSA N M b 1 . 4 U Wa2U H a 4 A Ç d P AD-ZP P S 4 U P D 4 U N R D 4 N R S r l
MNl0 NCl CMFB VSSA VSSA NCH L-L.4U W=2U H=4 ASo2P A D d P PS&U PDn6U NRDal MSsl
W111 VûP CH NC2 VSSA NCll L=1.4U W=2U H=4 ASm2P A D 4 P PSx6U P D 4 U NRD=l NRS=1
W112 IC2 CPIFB VSSA VSSA N M Lr1.4U H=2U Ma4 hS=ZP AD=2P PSx6U PDm6U NRD=l URS-1

MP4
MPÇ
HP6
HP7
MPB
MN9

K i BP MDA VDDA PCH Li1.4U W=6U Mu4 AS&P

.ms

D e f i n i t i o n f o r project CMFB
.SUBCKT CMFB BP CWB CP PDB V1 V2 VCM
" CROSS-RIPERENCE 1
GND ;I O
MP1 NC1 V l PC2 M M P M Iir1.4U Wa6U Ma2 AÇ-6P A h 6 P PS=14U PDx14U NRD-333 -311 NRSr333,3M
MP2 CMPB VCU PC2 MDA P M La1.4U W56U Ma2 AS=6P AD=6P PS=14U PD=14U NRDi333.3M W x 3 3 3 . 3 M
HP3 CHFB V M PC4 VDDA PQI L-1.4U Wx6U M-2 A S d P ADr6P PS-14U P D d 4 U NRDs333.3M NRSx333.3M
MP4 NCl V 2 PC4 M D A P M L-1.4U Hs6U Mu2 A S 4 P A b 6 P P S i l 4 U PD=l4U NRDs333.3H NRS-333.3M
MPS P C l BP M D A VDDA PCH h L . 4 U W=6U Ms2 M = 6 P ADs6P P S d 4 U PD=14U NRDz333.M NRS433.3M
HP6 PC2 CP PCï M D A PCH L d . 4 U W=6U Ma2 AS=6P A b 6 P PS=l4U PDal4U NRD=333.3M NRSa333.3M
MP7 PC3 BP VDDA M D A PCH L-1.4U W-SU Us2 A S 4 P AD-6P PS=l4U PD-lQU NRDa333.3M N R S 4 3 3 . 3 K
MPB PC4 CF PC3 VDDA PCH Lœ1.4U Ws6U Mn2 ASa6P AD=6P PSn14U P D d 4 U NRDn333.M NRS-333.3M
W9 -6
CMEE VSSA VSSA NCU L r l . 4 U WEZU Mo2 AS=2P ADa2P PS=6U P D d U N R D d NRScl
m l 0 Ne1 NC1 VSSA VSSA NCH Ls1.4U Ws2U M t 2 RS=2P AD-2P PSc6U P D d U NRDsl NRS=l
MN11 NC1 PD VSSA VSSA NCH. L a 0 . 6 U W=1.6V A S n l . 6 P A D d . 6 P PS=5.2U PD=5.2U N R D d . 2 5 N R S d . 2 5
X I N V l PDB PD INVW
.ENDS

Definition € o r project RESONANTGM
.SUBCKT RESONANTGM BP CMFB CN CP VïN VZP VON W P
CROSS-RBFKRENCE 1

=m=o

MPl VON VIP PC2 M D A PCH LISU Wal2U H-1 AS=iZP AD=lZP PS=26U PD=26U NiUb166.7M NRS=166.711
Me2 W P VIN PC4 M D A PCH LaSU VI-l2U H=I A S r l Z P A1)=12P PS526U PPu26U N R b 1 6 6 . 7 H NRSn166.7M
MD3 PC4 V I P PC2 WDA PCH L=SU W=6U Ka1 ==6P A D 4 P PS=lQU PDalQU NRD433.3M NRS433.3M
MP4 PC4 VIN PC2 M D A P M L i 5 U Wa6U Ku1 M = 6 P A D d P PSo14U PD=l4U NRD433.3M N R S 4 3 3 - 3 M
MPS PCI BP VDDA MDA PCH L-1.4U W 4 U Mn1 ==OP A b 6 P PSxl4U PD=14U NRD433.3M NRSa333.3M
MP6 PC2 CP PC1 VDDA P m Lx1.4U W-6U M d A S d P A b 6 P P S d 4 U PD=14U NRD=333.3M NRSz333.3M
MP7 PQ BP VDDA VDDA PCH Lx1.4U W E ~ UM è 1 ==6P AD=6P PS=14U PD=14U NRD433.3M NRS3333.3M
MPB PC4 CP F U VDDA PCH b 1 . 4 U Wa6W M.1 AS-6P A D 4 P P S d 4 U PD=14tT NRD=333.3k NRS=333.3M
MN9 VûN CN Hci VSSA NCH L a l - 4 U WnZU M-1 ASa2P AD=2P PS=6U P b 6 U N R D d NRS=l
MNïO N U cMFe VSsA VSSA N M b 1 . 4 U W d U M r l AS=2P ADn2P PS=6U PD=6U NRD=1 N R S d
Pen1 VûP CN NC2 VSSA NCW L-1.4U Wa2U M a l AS-ZP AD-2P PS=6U PD=6U N R b 1 MS=l
lien2 NCZ CKFB VSSA VSSA N M b 1 . 4 0 WPZU H-1 ASaZP AD-ZP PS=6U PD=6U NRD=l MS=l
.ENDS
D e f i n i t i o n for p r o j e c t OUTPUTCM
.SUüCKT OUTPVrCiM BP CMFB CN CP V I N V I P VON VOP
9 CROÇS-RBPERSNCB 1
GND = O
MP1 MN V I P PC2 M D A PCH b 2 U U=4U kl AS=QP AD=4P PS=lOU PDalOU NRD-SOOM NRS=500M
MP2 VOP VIN PC4 VDDA PCH L=2U W=QU M i l M s 4 P AD=4P PS=lOU P D d O U N R b 5 0 0 M NRSrSOOM
MP3 PC4 V I P PCâ M D A K!H L-2OU Wa1.4U M d ASr1.4P M = 1 . 4 P PS=4.8U PDs4.8U N R û d . 4 2 9
NRSd.429
MP4 PC4 V I N PC2
PCH k 2 O U W=l.rlU H = l AS=1.4P M = 1 - 3 P PS-4.8U PDs4.8U NRDd.429
NRb1.429
HP5 PC1 BQ M D A VDOA PCIi Lt1.4tf W=4.50 M = l AS-4 S P RD-4.5P P S = l l U P D = l I U NRD=444.4M
NRS-444 - 4 1
Me6 PC2 CP P a VDDA P a k 1 . 4 U W=4.50 M d AS-4.5P AD-4.5P P S = I l U P D d l U NRD-444.4M
NRS=444,4H
MP? PC3 BP VDDA üDDA P M k l . 4 U W=4 .SU kl AS-4-SP AD-4.5P
P S r 1 1 U P D = l l U NRD-444 .4M
NFS=d44.4M
MP8 PC4 CP PC3 MlDA P a L = l - Q U U=4.5U M-1 AS=4.5P AD-4.SP
P S - l l U P D s l l U NRD-444.4M
tms=444.4M
m9 VON cw N a VSSA NCH k1.m W=L.SU M=I AS=I.SP AD=I.SP PS=SU PD-SD ~ 4 . 3 3 3N R S = L . ~ ~ ~

E e n O NCl CMPB VSSA VSSA NCH L-1-40 W-1.5U M-1 ASnl.5P AD=l.SP
NRSd.333
MNll M P CN MC2 VSSA NCH L-1.4U Wol-SU M=1 AS=l.SP AD=1.5P
NRSe1.333
MN12 NC2 CMFB VSSA VSSA NCH L-1.40 W=l.SU M=1 AS=l.SP AD=l.SP
NRS=1.333

P S 4 U PD-SU NRD-1.333
PS=5U PD=5U NRDd.333
P S 4 U PD=5U NRDd.333

.ms
Definition Eor project BPPZND
.SUBCKT BPP2ND BP CN CP LCBN LCûP PDB VCM VIN VIP VON VOP
CROSS-REFERENCE 1
GND = O
CI voe VON zor
CZ OLP OLN 20P
XCMFBl BP CMFBl CP PDB VOP VON VCM CM=
XCMFB2 BP CMFB2 CP PDB OLP OLN VCM CMFB
XGi4l BP CMPB1 CN CP VIN VIP VON VOP INPUTGM
XGM2 LCBP CMFB2 CN CP VON VOP OLP OLN RESONANTGM
XGM3 LCBP LCBN CN CP OLN OLP VON VOP RESONANTGM
XGM4 LCBP LCBN CN CP VON VOP VOP VON OUTPUTGM

.ms
Def inition for project INV
.SUBCKT 1NV A YB
' CROSS-REFERENCE 1
G N D = O
MPOl YB A VDDA M D P M LnO.35U W=3U AS-3P A D d P PS=8U PD=BU NRb666-7M NRS=666.7M
MN02 YB A VSSA VSS NCH L-O.35U W-1U A S d P A D 4 P PS=4U P D 4 U NRD=2 NRS=2

.ms
Definition for project INMODU
.SUBCKT INMODU CLKï CLKlB CLW CLK2B VIN VIP VON VOP
CROSS-REFERENCE 1
O N D r o

Ml1 M D 02 Gl VSS N a t=0.35U W=lU A S P ~ PA D 4 P PS=4U P b 4 U NRD=2 NRS=Z
bûJ2 VDD G1 G2 VSS NCII Li0.35U W-lU AS*lP A h l P PSœ4U PDo4U NRDo2 NRSs2
Ml3 M D G1 NI VSS NCII LtO.3JU W-lU AS-lP A D d P PS=4U PD=4U N R h 2 NRSuZ
liW4 N2 CLKiB O VSS NCH L=O.PSU W=lU A S d P AD=lP PSrr4U PDa4U NRD=2 NRS=2
WJS G3 CLW N2 VSS NCH L-0.35U W=lU AS=lP AD=lP PS-4U P b 4 U NRDn2 NRS=2
MP6 63 CLRI. M D M D PCH L-0.35U W-2U A S d P ADœ2P P S 4 U PDo6U N R h 1 NRSzl
MP7 CWCO 63 N1 N1 P M L-0.35U W=3U ASt3P ADx3P PSt8U PDn8U NRD-666.7H NRS=666.7M
MN8 VIP CLKû N2 VSS NCH Lt0.35U W=lU ASilP ADslP PS=4U PD=4U NRD-2 NRS=2
M I 9 M D CLKO VIP VSS NCH Ln0.35U Wm2U ASo2P AD=2P PSa6U P D 4 U NRDnl NRS=l
FNlO CLKû C L m B O VSS NCH LœO.35U WrlU A S d P AD-1P PS=4U PD=4U NRD=2 NRS=2
iWï1 M D 04 05 VSS N M Ln0.35U WtlU ASalP ADolP PSa4U PDn4U NRD=2 NRS=2
m Z M D G5 G4 VSS NCH Lr0.35U W=lU A S d P AD=lP PS=4U PD=4U NRû=2 NRS=Z
MN13 M D 6 5 N3 VSS N M L-0.35U WnlU AStlP ADœlP PSt4U PDœ4U NRû=2 NRS-2
MNiS G6 CLKZ N4 VSS NCH La0.35U W 4 U AS-lP AD=lP PS=4U PD=4U W = 2 NRSa2
MPI6 66 CLKZ M D M D PCH Ls0.35U W=2U ASt2P ADt2P PSa6U PD=6U NRD=l NRS=l
MP17 CLKOB G6 N3 N3 PM Lœ0.35U W=3U ASt3P AD=3P PS=8U PD=BU NRDs666.7M NRS=666.7M
MN18 VIP CLKOB N4 VSS NCH Lr0.35U WnlU AS=lP AD=lP PS=4U PD=4D NRD=2 NRS=2
PINT9 CLKOB CLKZB O VSS NCH LP0.35U W=lU ASrlP A D 4 P PS=4U PD=4U NRD=Z NRS=2
hW20 VON CLKOB VïP VSS NCH Ln0.35U W=ZU AS=2P AD=2P PS=6U PD=6U NRD=l NRS=l
@W21 VON CLKO V W VSS NCH L-0.35U W=ZU AS=ZP AD=2P PS=6U PD=6U W = 1 NRS=l
hW22 VOP CLKOB VIN VSS NCH b0.35U Wn2U AS-2P ADn2P PS=6U PD=6U NRD=l NRS=1
MJZ3 VOP QXON VOP VSS NCH Lœ0.350 W d U A S d P AD=lP PS=4U PD=4U NRD=t NRS=2
MN24 W N CLKON VON VSS NCH t0.35U W=lU A S d P A D 4 P PS=4U PD=4U NRD=2 NRS=2
MN25 VON W O B N VON VSS NCH L=0.35U W=lU AS=lP AD=lP PS=4U PD=4U NRD-2 NRS=2
MN26 VOP CLKOBN VOP VSS NCH L=0.35U W=lU AS=lP AD=lP PS=4U P D 4 U NRD=2 NRS-2
a GI
IP
C2 G 2 N U 1P
C3 NI N2 1P
c4 65 CtKZB 1P
CS G4 NC2 1P
CS N3 N4 1P
MO N4 C U U B O VSS NCH k0.35U W=lU AS-1P AD=lP PS=4U PD=4U NRD=2 NRS=2
=Il95 CLK2B NC2 ïNV

XlI252 CLKO CLKON INV
XlI269 CLKOB CLKOBN INV
XlI5 CLKlB NC1 INV
.ENDS
Definition for project C W R N
.SUBCKT CIIDRIV CK CKB Y YB
CROSS-REFBRENCB 1
GND = O
HP1 N1 XB M D M D PCH La0.35U
m i l . 111
HP2 N1 X M D W D PCW L-0.35U
N R S d 111
HP3 XB CK NI M D PCH L~0.35U
NRS=1.111
HP4 X CKB N1 M D PCH L~0.35V
NRS=l.111
MN5 AB CK N2 VSS NCH L-0.35U
NRS-1 .lll
MN6 X CKB N2 VSS NCH L=0.35U
NRSul -111
MN7 N2 XB VSS VSS NCH L-0.35U
NRSil .lll
MN0 N2 X VSS VSS NCH L~0.35U
NRSx1.111
MP9 N3 Y M D VDD PCH La0.35U
NRSnl .lll
MPlO N3 YB M D M D PCH Lr0.35U
NRsal.lll
MPll Y XB N3 M D PCH Lm0.35U
NRSd.111
MP12 YB X N3 M D PCH L10.35U
NRsd .111
MN13 Y XB N4 VSS NCH Lr0.35U
NRS=L -111
MN14 YB X N4 VSS NCH Ln0.3SU
m a l . 111
MN15 N4 Y VSS VSS NCH Lu0.350
NRS=l. 111
MN16 N4 YB VSS VSS N M Lr0.35U
NRStl. 111
.BNDs

.

W=l.BU

Ma5 M a l - B P ADsl-EP PSs5.6U

PDs5.6U NRD=1.111

Wal.8U

Ma5 AS=l.BP

AD=l.IP

PS=5.6U

PD=5.6U

NRD-1.111

W4.BU

M i 6 AS=l.BP

AD.1.8P

PSo5.6U

PD=5.6U

NRD=1.111

W=l.BU

Mx6 ASot.8P

Aü=l.BP

PSn5.6U

PDs5.6U

NRD~1.111

W=1.8U

ME^ AS*l.BP

AD=l.BP

PS=5.6U

PD=S.GU NRD-1.111

Wi1.8U

m l ASal.BP

ADel.8P

PS=5.6U

PD=5.6U NRDnl.111

Hd.80

k l AS=l.BP

AD=l.BP PSi5.6U

k1.BU
W=1.8U

PD=5.6U

NRDsl.111

Mt1 AS=l.BP ADd.BP

PS=5.6U PD=5.6U

NRD11.111

Ms5 Açd.89

PS=5.6U PDa5.6U

NRD11.111

Wnl.8U

AD=l.BP

Mm5 AS=l.SP ADal.8P PSu5.6U

W=L.BU

U-6 AS-l.8P

AD-1.8P

PSa5.6U

PDu5.6U NRD11.111

Wrl.8U

Ur6 AS=1.8P AD=1.8P

PS-5.6U

PDa5.6U

AD=I.BP

PSa5.6U PDa5.6U NRD~l.111

W=l.BU

AD=l.BP

PSa5.6U

AD.1.0P

PS=5.6U PDn5.6U NRD=l.lll

AO+l.BP

PS=5.6U

Mt1 ASd.BP

Wn1.BU M=l ASs1.8P
W=l.BU Mrt AS.1.8P

A B YB

' CROSS-REFERENCE 1
*GND=O
MPOl NO1 A M D W D P M L4.3SU Ws2U M k 2 P AD-2P PS=6U P D d U NRD-1 NRS=1
MP02 YB B NO1 M D PCH Lr0.35U W=2U AS-2P AD=2P PSi6D PD=6U N R D d N R S d
MN03 YB A VSS VSS N M LnO.35U W=lU A S d P ADrlP PS-40 P D 4 U NRDa2 NRSn2
MN04 YB B VSS VSS NCH b0.35U W=LU AS=lP A D d P PS=4U PD=4U NRD=2 NRSr2
CO1 NO1 M D 10PP
.ENDS

Definition for project POURCtKS
a CLR? C L K ~ BCLKNI
CROSS-RE-CH
1
*GND=O
Xi130 QB NC2 CLK2 CLK2B CKDRXV
Xl131 QB NCZ INV
xi132 Q NC1 IlN
XI135 Q NC1 (ILK1 C U U B CWRIV
X ï N V ï CLKIN aKINN INV
xmV2NA1NAaINV
xINv3NA2QIlN
XINV4 NB1 NB2 INV
X M V S NB2 QB INV
.SUBCKT POURCLKS CLK~m

NRD=l.lll

Wrl.8U Mrl ASn1.8P

* DeLinition for project NOR2
.SUBCKT NOR2

PDn5.6U NRD=l.lll

PD+5-6U NRD=1.111

PDn5.6U NRD=1.111

Definition for project GNL
.SUBCKT GNL BN BP CN CP VIN VIP
' CROSS-RBPERBNCX 1
G N D a o
MP1 VIP VIP PC2 OC2 PCH L-1.4U Wn2U &l AS=2P ADa2P P S d U PD=6U N R D 4 N R S d
MP2 VIN VIN PC4 PC4 PCH L-1.4U Wa2U Mn1 ASr2P ADn2P PSa6U PDa6U NRDal N R S d
MP3 PC4 VIP PC2 M D A PCH L-6U W-6U Mal A S 4 P h b 6 P P S d 4 U PD=14U NRDa333.3M NRSm333.3M
MP4 PC4 VIN PC2 M D A PCH Lx6U W-6U Mal ASn6P AOa6P PSol4U PD=14U NRD-333.3M NRS=333.3M
MP5 PCI BP M D A M D A PCH L-l.4U W=6V Mu4 ASn6P A D d P P S d 4 U PDu14U NRD1333.3M NRS=333.3!4
MP6 PC2 CP PC1 M D A PCH L-1.4U W=6U M-4 ASm6P A D d P PS-l4U PD-14U NRDd33.3M NRS-333.31
MD7 PC3 BP M D A VDDA PCH L=l.4U W d U Mx4 AS-6P A D 4 P PS-140 PD-L4U NRü-333.3M NUS-333.3M
MP8 PC4 CP PC3 M D A PCH L-1.4U Wa6U Mn4 A S d P h b 6 P PSa14U P D d 4 U NRb333.3M NRSs333.3R
MN9 VIP QJ NC1 VSSA NCH L-1.4U W-2U MES ASn2P A b 2 P PSa6U PDa6U NRDtl NRStl
MP9 PCS BP M D A M D A PCH L=1.4U Wn6U Mn2 ASo6P ADo6P P S d 4 U P D d 4 U NRDo333.3M NRSa333.3M
MN10 NC1 BN VSSA VSSA NNC L-1.4U W=2U Mo5 ASo2P AD-2P PS=6U PDm6U NRD-1 NRS=l
MPlO PC6 CP PC5 M D A PCH b1.4U Wn6U M-2 AS=@ A D d P PSrl4U PDnl4U NRD=333.3M NRSo333.3M
MN11 VIN CN NC2 VSSA N M Lol.4U Wn2U MES ASa2P AD-ZP PSu6U PDa6U NRDn1 NR!3=l
MPll VIN VIP PC6 M D A PCH Ld.4U W56U M d A S d P AD=6P PSal4U PDxl4U NRD1333.3M NRSs333.3M
MN12 NC2 BN VSSA VSSA NCH G1.4U W=2U Ma5 A%2P AD=ZP PSa6U P D 4 U N R D d N R S d
MPl2 VIP VIN PC6 M D A PCH L+1.4U W=6U Mn4 A S 4 P AD=6P PSxl4U PDa14U NRD=333+3M NRSu333.3M
.ENDS

*

Definition for project DIP-SING
.SUBCKT DIF-SING BP CN CP PDB VIN VTP VOP
CROSS-REFERENCE 1
GND = O
MPl SBP VIP PC2 M D A PCH L-l.4U W-6U M=4 ASx6P AD=6P PSa14U PDml4U NRDm333.3M NRSa333-3M
MP2 NOP VIN PC2 M D A PCH Ld.4U W=6U Mx4 A S 6 P ADa6P PSnl4U PD=l4U NRDn333.3M NRSo333.3M
MP3 PC1 BP M D A M D A P M Lnl.4U Wr6U M-4 M r 6 P AD56P PS-14U PDs14U NRDa333.3M NRSa333.3M
MP4 PC2 CP PCI M D A PCH L=l.JU Wa6U Mi4 A S 4 P ADa6P PSnl4U PD=14U NRDn333.3M NRSi333.3M
MN5 SBP CN NCl VSSA NCH Ld.4U Wr2U Mm4 ASr2P ADr2P PS-6U PD=6U NRD=l NRSal
MN6 NCl SBP VSSA VSSA NCH Ld.4U Wr2U Mm4 AS-2P AC)=2P PS=6U P D 4 U NRD=l NRS-1
MN7 NOP CN NC2 VSSA NCH Ld.4U W=2U M=4 AS=2P AD=2P P S 4 U P D d U N R b l NRS=l
MN8 NC2 SBP VSSA VSSA NCH L=1.4U Wt2U Mo4 ASoZP AD=2P PSs6U PDa6U NRD-1 NRSnl
MN9 SBP PD VSSA VSSA NCH Ln0.6U W-1.6U Açal.6P AD-1.6P PSr5.2U PDrS.2U NRDa1.25 NRS+l.ZS
Xl136 NOP NON INV
XII37 NON VOP I W
XINVl PDB PD INVW
.ENDS

Definition for project OSCILLATOR
.SUBCKT OSCILLATOR BN BP CN CP LCBP PDB VCM VOP
CROSS-RBPBRBNCE 1
G N D x O
cl OOP OON 20P
C2 OLP O W 20P
X M P B l BP CMPB2 CP PDB OLP OLN VCM CMFB
XCMPB2 BP CMPBl CP PDB OOP OON VCW CMFB
XDIPSING BP CN CP PDB OON OOP VOP DIF-SING
XGMZ LCBP CMPBZ CH CP OON OOP OLP O W REsXCPa LCBP M P B l CN CP O W OLP OON OOP RBSONAEfiGM
XGNL BN BP CN CP OOP OON G?ïL
.ENDS
Definition for project TRGATEDS
IN OUT

.SWCKT TRGRTBDS CLL(N
' CROSS-RBPERENCK 1
G N D r O

bWl IN CLKN OVT VSSA NCH ti0.6U W=4U N-1 AS-4P A D 4 P P S d O U PD-lOU NRD-5OOM NRS-SOOM
FûJ2 OüT CLKB OüT VSSA N M L=0.6U W=2U k l AS=2P AD=2P P S 4 U PD=6U NRD=l NRS-1
XlI4l CIXN CLlCB m
.ENDS

Definition for project D W D
.SWCKT DgmlD NCLKP PCLKP VRJ VIP VûN VOP
CROSS-RBPBRBNCB 1
GND = O
XTRAH~Prim VIP VOP TRGATBDS
-2
PCLKP VIN VON TROATBDS
-3
NCLKP VIP VON TRGATEDS
xTRAH4 NCLKP VIN VOP TRGATBDS
ENDS

.

XRTROP BP CN CP PDB VCM MON MOP RûN ROP LMROhOl
XBPP BP CN CP BN BP PD0 VCX RON ROP W N POP BPP2Nü
XMOD PÇLKP P U X N NCLKP NCLKN VIN VIP MûN mlP =DU
XCLKGRN P a K P PCLKN NCW NCLKN CLKIN FOURCLKS
xosc BN BP CN ce Be PDB vm CLKIN OSCIUATOR
W W D NCOCP PCCtKP @ON POP VON VOP DEMûû
DICTIONARY 1
*GND=O

.GLOBAL M D A
.GGOBAL VSSA
.GLOBAL VDD
.GLOBAL VSS
.OPTIONS INWLD=Z
.END

ANNEX C

LAYOUTS

Figure C.1 BiAS

Figure C 2 Low Noise Amplifier

Figure C.3 Bandpass Filter

Figure C.4 Oscilator

Figure CS insûumentation Amplifier

Figure C.6 4a order Lowpass Filter

Figure C.7 Chip layout

ANNEX D
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER & OUTPUT LOW-PASS FILTER

Instrumentation amplifier
The instrumentation amplifier (IA) is an important component in a signal conditional
circuit. The signal that output h m CHS need to be further amplified by the M. An
amplifier with programmable gain, high input resistance and high CMRR is an
instrumentation amplifier (IA). The most common configuration is the three-op-mp
based differential amplifier [41]. A good CMRR performance is related to resistor
matching, Some resistors must be ûimmed accurately to reduce the common-mode gain
hence increasing the cost of the IA. A kind of novel instrumentation amplifier has been
proposed by Harb et. Sawan [27] whose structure is presented in figure D.1.

The current mirrors CMi and CM2measure the output stage current supply which is equal
to the current flowing into the load resistor RI (IR=
II= -12). The voltage gain can be
found as [27]:

where R, is the programmable gain resistor. The new design does not requise the

expensive on-chip resistance trimming because the CMRR depends on the current minor.

The detailed I A circuits are presented in Appendix A.

Figure D.1 Topology of the Instrumentation Amplifier (IA).

Output Low-pass filter

The output signal came fiom CHS contains al1 the harrnoaics and shifted flicker noise. To
obtain a clean output, a low pass filter whose cut-off fiequency is smaller than half of the
modulating fiequency is needed. Here, a 4' order butterworth continwus filter with cutoff fiequency 10 kHz is used. Its transfer h c t i o n is presented in equation (E.2).The
block scheme is shown in figure D.2.The same transconductor stmchire and common
feedback circuit cm be adopted. Detailed circuits are given in the Appendix A.

